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THE THEORY OF PARTONIZED GOODS IN THE OPTICS OF 

COMPARATIVE METHODOLOGY 
 

Aleksander RUBINSTEIN 
1
 

Institute of Economy of the Russian Academy of Science 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The present study focuses on the methodological aspects of the Theory of patronized goods, 

modifications of two liberal principles of the Austrian school, incorporated into mainstream 

economic theory - "methodological subjectivism" and “methodological individualism”, as well as 

the standard axiom of "homogeneity of economic agents". The paper discusses some modifications 

to these assumptions and their various combinations that form the basis of a number of theories 

that justify state activity. Analysis of the basic premises of the theory of public goods and merit 

goods, and the concept of libertarian paternalism allowed the author to suggest that from the point 

of view of methodology, these theoretical constructions are particular cases of the Theory of 

patronized goods based on "methodological subjectivism", "methodological relativism" and "the 

principle of heterogeneity".  In the Theory of patronized goods they are integrated in the form of 

supposition that every person depending on the level of his understanding and his value judgments 

acts subjectively optimally in the given circumstances; in the principle of utility complementarity, 

according to which there may be a group interest alongside with the individual interests of the 

group members; and in the form of two irreducible to each other branches of formation of public 

interest – market and political.  

 

 

KEY WORDS 

 

patronized goods, public goods, meritoric, libertarian paternalism, methodological subjectivism, 

methodological relativism, heterogeneity, normative interests 

 

 

JEL CLASSIFICATION 

 

D01 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The present paper represents author’s methodological reflections in the tideway of “Economic 

sociodynamics” and “Theory of Patronized Goods” (Гринберг, Рубинштейн (2008, 2010), 

Grinberg, Rubinstein (2010), Рубинштейн (2008, 2010, 2012)). This year Economic 

Sociodynamics marks its fifteenth anniversary. Throughout these years it has been developing, it’s 

authors cooperatively and individually have published over ten books, multitude of articles and 

reports, delivered at Russian and international conferences; a sub-theory – “Theory of Patronized 

                                                 
1
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Goods” has appeared, and a number of independent dissertation researches carried in various 

scientific canters of Russia are based on its fundamental principles and retain their relevancy 

forming foundation for problem discussion either face-to-face at conferences and seminars or at 

distance via debates in journals. 

 

However, some of my recurrent collocutors and distinguished opponents with their doubtless talents 

and competences have some difficulties in adequate perceiving of some of the Theory of Patronized 

Goods’ principles. And contrary, a number of scientists brought up within Soviet economic science 

who retained the leftism of their views, without looking deep into the true meaning of the 

elaborated theory,  easily accept its main conclusions connected with normative social interest and 

need for state activity. While modern economic theory bases itself on the ideology of liberalism, the 

pro-Soviet nostalgia-stricken political economists advocate socialism-based views. 

 

Personally, I am more inclined to support the liberal values, freedom of choice and market 

economy; however, the standard theory based on a number of fundamental implications 

(methodological individualism, principle of rational behavior, homogeny of economic agents, etc.) 

does not give answers to many important questions. At the same time, the attempts to interpret 

Theory of Patronized Goods within the boundaries of non-classic axiomatic create insoluble 

contradictions. This is best shown by my benevolent opponents who try to adapt Economic 

sociodynamics and Theory of Patronized Goods to the framework of general course of economic 

theory. Thus, the necessity to go back to discussion of the initial assumptions became apparent. The 

additional impulse was given by the articles of V.Polterovich on the crisis of economic theory and 

general social analysis ((Полтерович (1998, 2011)), a number of publications in the journal 

“Voprosy Economiki”, which reveal the results of behavioral economics within the context of 

economy science development (Белянин (2003), Коландер (2009), Хэндс (2012)), reports at 

“round table” “New approaches to methodology of economic analysis” at the II Russian economic 

congress (Suzdal, 2013) and also several articles in “Social Sciences and modernity” journal, that 

organized discussions on topical issues in theoretical economics(Либман (2013), Тихонова (2013), 

Урнов (2013))
2
. 

 

There is yet another reason of my interest in methodological issues. The thing is that starting from 

the 30s of the XX century theoretical economics has been developing in the conditions of growing 

pressure of mathematic methods and models, which on the one hand made me understand really a 

lot
3
, but on the other, required the introduction of very stringent assumptions that in most cases do 

not follow from the economic content of the simulated process. This gap was accumulating and 

became the subject of analysis of several theoretical studies as well as numerous empirical studies 

that demonstrated that economics was "pressed" in the neoclassical paradigm, which, according to 

de Soto, "is stagnating because of its completely unrealistic axioms, static nature, and its formal 

reductionism " (де Сото (2008, с. 1)). 

 

Economic Sociodynamics and the Theory of patronized goods were born in an attempt to overcome 

this methodological "obstacle". They are based on a modification of a number of neoclassic 

premises. I mean two liberal principles of the Austrian school, incorporated into mainstream 

                                                 
2
 Let me take this opportunity to thank the editorial board of the journal "Social Sciences and Modernity” that gave me 

a chance to start the discussion on theoretical and methodological aspects of Economic Sociodynamics and the Theory 

of patronized goods (Рубинштейн (2012, с. 13–34)). 
3
 Several years ago, in a conversation with Kenneth Arrow, I raised the issue of the mathematization of economics and a 

certain loss of real economic content in mathematical models. To which Arrow said: "the economy is so complex that 

without mathematics that simplifies the real world, it is impossible to understand" (Гринберг, Рубинштейн (2010, с. 

9–10)). 
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economic theory - "methodological subjectivism " and " methodological individualism "
4
, and the 

axiom of “homogeneity of economic agents”. Adhering to methodological subjectivism and being a 

longtime critic of "trite methodological individualism "(де Сото (2009, с. 3)), I assume the 

practicability of its replacement with a more general ontological principle used in a number of 

scientific disciplines, including linguistics and sociology. We are talking about some sort of 

synthesis of individualism and holism - the "methodological relativism"(Лещак (2002, с. 38–42)). 

Within the Economic Sociodynamics it is concretized as the principle of complementarity of utility 

according to which there can be a group interest along with the individual interests of the group 

members. I see this as generic properties of the Theory of patronized goods, its object of study 

being private initiative and state activity aimed at realization of individual and public interests. 

Based on this viewpoint I consider premises for rational individual behavior and homogeneity of 

economic agents. 

 

Let me also note that the premises of rational behavior, methodological individualism, and 

homogeneity have been revisioned in a number of different theoretical constructions. Without any 

attempt to provide an exhaustive analysis, in this work we will consider some modifications of the 

stated premises and their various combinations that constitute the methodological basis for a 

number of theories that substantiate state activity. We will talk about the corresponding comparison 

of welfare economics, theory of public goods and merit goods, and the concept of mild or 

libertarian paternalism with the Theory of patronized goods. 

 

 

1 METHODOLOGICAL SUBJECTIVISM 

 

Let us start with the fundamental assumption of the theory of welfare – the principle of rational 

behavior, which unites Austrian “methodological subjectivism” where individual preferences are 

taken for granted and non-classical assumption that every individual chooses the best option that 

optimizes his welfare. The “invisible hand” which provides public welfare defined as the 

aggregated welfares of the individuals does all the rest. If the losses in public welfare occur, they 

are explained by the “market failure” and account for government interventions aimed at their 

elimination
5
. Without elaborating on this well-known scenario, I would like to point out the essence 

– strongly rational behavior of individuals who maximize their welfare is one of the principle 

assumptions of the stated theory. 

 

“Our ignorance is infinite and sobering” (Эволюционная… (2000, p. 299)). The words of Karl 

Popper have “sobering” effect on most of the models of human behavior in economy as well as 

their basic assumptions including the one of rationality. “The results of researches carried during 

the last quarter of the century show that people do behave consistently but in a way that 

substantially differs from the variants predicted by the standard model of rationality” (Стиглиц 

(2011, p. 3000)).Regular critics of this “simplifying abstraction”, initiated probably by 

Thorstein Veblen, have accompanied this ontological principle throughout its history. The first 

significant revision of the principle of rationality is connected with the works of John Katona 

                                                 
4
 Among the six principles that "an economist trained in the tradition of the Austrian school should adopt," Fritz 

Machlup noted "methodological subjectivism" and "methodological individualism"(Machlup (1982, P.42), 

Заостровцев (2007, с. 70)). See also: (Вольчик (2007, с. 103–104), де Сото (2009, с. 3–4)). 

 
5
 In opposition to the concept of “market failure” economists increasingly turn to “government failure” research, in 

which instead of individual behavior the analytical scope moves to the influence on governmental activity of the 

established legislative norms, social institutes and current political priorities that may lead to worse results than before 

interfering into market process. Apart from earlier works of Krueger (Krueger (1974, 1990)), a number of books within 

the last decade should be noted (Tullock, Seldon, Brady (2002), Winston(2006)) as well as an ample article (Радыгин, 

Энтов (2012)). 
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(Katona (1951)) and Herbert Simon (Simon (1955)). Katona wrote challenging the assumption of 

rational behavior, “… we mustn’t assume from the start that rational behavior indeed exists. While 

describing and classifying different reactions as well as circumstances which generate them, we 

should always wonder if these reaction have right to be called “rational”, and if so than to which 

extend” (Katona (1951, s. 16). H.Simon has even more definite opinion challenging the very ability 

of people to adequately evaluate their choices (Simon (1955),Саймон (1993)). He also introduced 

to scientific discourse the established category of “restricted rationality” (Simon (1955, 1957))
6
. 

Simon’s works gave rise to skeptical views of rationality postulate and dependence of individual 

behavior on aspiration to maximize their welfare. A certain weakening of this initial assumption 

found its way in theories of public goods and merit goods in which the taboo on irrational 

individual behavior was actually lifted. And while within the theory of public goods the possibility 

of “wrong” decisions was acknowledged indirectly – to the “free rider” behavior Paul Samuelson 

added “a false signal of individuals on the lack of demand for public welfare” (Samuelson (1954), 

Самуэльсон (2004)), in meritorics Richard Musgrave describes standard cases of irrational 

behavior(Musgrave (1959, 1994), Масгрейв, (2009)). 

 

At that in compliance with specific qualities of “public goods”, individuals consciously (according 

to Samuelson) conceal their preferences. In meritorious environment, a corrupted signal about 

demand appears due to non-conscious irrationality of behavior. This refers to “pathologic case”, 

“Odysseys’ infirmity”, “irrationality of the poor” and “common needs” – systematically arising 

situations when individuals are not able to act in their best interests. Progressing skepticism as for 

people’s optimizing behavior regardless the definition of their interests
7
 created meritorics with its 

legitimate interference into consumer preferences and “paternalistic policy” (Musgrave (1959, р. 

13), D’Amico (2009)), based on the methodological technique of “doublethink”. The case is that in 

theory of public goods and in meritorics, which allow for irrational behavior of individuals, one has 

to discard both components of category of rationality – optimizing behavior and Austrian 

subjectivism. By admitting the very fact of irrational behavior of individuals, we are also forced to 

keep in mind those actions that could be called rational. This approach inevitably leads to 

supposition of at least two preference systems, two “standards of evaluation which under particular 

circumstances may exclude each other in a way that utterly different, even opposite actions are 

considered optimal” (Tietzel, Muller (1998, s. 116)). Moreover market-defined preferences often 

appear to be false (Самуэльсон (2004, с. 375)), and the true preferences conforming to some “legal 

standard” have only “reflective character” (Brennan, Lomasky (1983, р. 183–206)). 

 

The model of Thaler and Shefrin that postulates “split personality” of individual by acting 

simultaneously as both tempter’s victim (me-executor) and his rational antipode and “creator’s 

pride” (me-programmator) adds nothing new to the problem. While “executor” tends to act 

egoistically and shortsightedly, “programmator” aspires to realization of long-term and enlightened 

interests (Thaler, Shefrin (1981, р. 392–406)).
8
 Thomas Schelling characterizes this as a situation 

where “people act like two different selves and run the show in turns” (Schelling (1984)). Quite 

                                                 
6
 I cannot say that I support the following Giovanni Dosi opinion, “I do not fancy the expression restricted rationality as 

it has implications to some Olympic rationality from the height of which we can judge upon how restricted is the 

restricted. However in the changing and complicated environment it is often impossible to define such perfect 

rationality in principle” (Дози (2012, с. 40), Dosi et al (2005)). 
7
  It’s way back to Alfred Marshall who in his “Principles of political economy” underlined that egoism 

was 
not the only 

“operant motive of human activity” (Маршалл (1983,с. 77–79)). Howard Margolis who was one of the first to expand 

the notion of rationality by including altruism,  came up with “fair-share model”, or F-S model based on the principal of 

personality dualism, the presence of two “selves”: egoist self and altruist self (Margolis (1982, p. 14)). For more details 

consult (Рубинштейн (2012, с. 21, 23)). 
8
 This work first published in “work notebooks” (Shefrin, Thaler (1978)), goes back to earlier research in the field of 

experimental psychology, in which Richard Shefrin and Walter Schneider while studying the hypothesis of human 

being possessing two cognitive system discovered “battle between reason and intuition” – the prototype of the future 

models with the multiplicity of “Self” (Schneider, Shiffrin (1977a, b)). 
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understandingly, these circumstances give rise to the problem of self-government as in particular 

situation a person may act differently from what his more profound and multifold estimation of 

consequences could tell him (Koboldt (1995, s. 13)).  The main fact about detabooing of irrational 

behavior is that it also means rejection of the principle of methodological subjectivism, a move to 

multiplicity of “Self”, the use of governmental paternalistic policy aimed at supporting such a 

“Self” that insures compliance with normative standard. It is quite natural therefore, that the welfare 

economics, which grounds itself on the principle of methodological subjectivism and consumer 

sovereignty, is traditionally opposed to paternalism. However, as time zips along, during the last 30-

40 years numerous researches in the field of behavioral and experimental economy appeared, that 

registered, though in laboratory conditions, systematical recurrent cases of irrational behavior of 

individuals. In this context the necessity of revision of rationality assumption increasingly gains 

recognition (Коландер (2009), Хендс (2012), Ананьин (2013, с. 23), Ольсевич (2013, с. 11–17)). 

 

While the theories of public goods and merit goods following Simon viewed restricted rationality as 

theoretical abstraction, psychologists and behavioral economists having conducted a variety of 

experiments obtained empirical proof of individuals’ irrational behavior. As a result by the 

beginning of the XXI century an impressive collection of “anomalies” was accumulated – “effect of 

initial endowment”, “status-quo prejudices”, “anchor effect”, “ambiguity evasion” which show the 

real life examples of individuals’ behavior that alter from the prognoses of standard theory 

(Kahneman, Tversky (2000), Thaler (2000), Канеман, Тверски (2003), Павлов (2007, 2011)).  This 

challenge required an adequate answer. 

 

With that just criticizing meritorics and its “methodological weaknesses” (Schmidt (1988), Tictzel, 

Müller (1998), Müller, Tietzel (2002)) without any positive program is not enough anymore. 

Empirical facts that go beyond standard theory of welfare are in need of interpretation. It should be 

noted however that in this area behavioral economists just elaborated the meritorious argumentation 

based on the multiplicity of “Self” reinforcing it and turning into their main methodological 

technique
9
 (Thaler, Shefrin (1981), Sunstein, Thaler (2003)). In other words they also followed the 

track of rejecting the principle of “methodological subjectivism” thus preserving and developing the 

meritorious trend in attempts to settle the argument between theoretical assumption of rationality 

and the realia of irrational behavior. 

 

I do not wish however to overestimate the scale of changes in economics. Some economists are still 

quite reluctant towards revision of the assumption of rational behavior of individuals, “If it is 

possible to accept the irrationality of human’s nature, it’s possible to accept anything
10

”. Regardless 

a doubtful flatness of the expression, it seems true that meritorics and behavioral economics’s 

critique of rationality principle just highlights some exceptions within the models of rational choice 

that are in need of further theoretical generalization. 

 

My perception coincides, though not completely with position of Vernon Smith, “In the latter case 

we can often explain the data by changing the original models. As a result we deepen the notion of 

rationality and simultaneously coordinate data with the models; improved normative models 

forecast the experimental result with more precision” (Smith (1991, р. 878))
11

. In other words, the 

                                                 
9
 This resembles John Rawls’ “veil of ignorance” which at its time became the main methodological technique for 

constitutional economy of James Buchanan. In either case we encounter with the examples of “insurmountable dualism 

of economics” (Автономов (2013, с. 6)), or as quoted by Avtonomov, with dilemma of “strictness and realism” (Mayer 

(1993)). 
10

 Special report “New paternalism. Amiable government” published in Economist journal in April, 2006 gives a very 

detailed review of different opinions on behavioral economics and “sacrificing” the principle of rationality  

(http://www.economist.com/node/6768159). 
11

 Smith's position on this issue is very similar to Milton Friedman attitude towards prerequisites of theoretical models 

which significance is defined by their prognostic success (Friedman (1953)).  
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deepening of the notion of rationality that can be interpreted as weakening of presupposition allows 

not only to correct but also to improve the results of such models. I mean easing the standard 

regulations of individuals’ preferences and in the first place consideration of the established 

institutional environment and external factors, which influence these preferences. 

 

The question if it is necessary to discard both of these constituents of the category of rationality 

while explaining the irrational behavior of individuals still remains the main issue. I think that there 

is no such necessity. Remaining within the framework of “methodological subjectivism” with its 

demands to take the individual preferences for granted, it is still possible to look for the solution in 

other rendering of assumption on optimizing behavior of individuals. 
12

 The case is that from the 

perspective of “methodological subjectivism” each person within his understanding and based on 

his personal values and tastes, demonstrates subjectively optimal behavior. If this behavior is 

regarded as irrational or restrictedly rational, it means that this evaluation is obtained from exterior, 

as to individual, source and is based on definition of the so-called “normative standard”.  People 

may choose not the best variant in regard to the normative standard due to many circumstances 

including meritorious deficiency in knowledge, willpower or resources. Meritorics and behavioral 

economics as well as libertarian paternalism (Sunstein, Thaler (2003, 2008), Camerer et al. (2003) 

originated from them assume that the activity of state aimed at the change of the established 

circumstances are able to improve the quality of people’s behavior and bring their preferences more 

in line with normative standard.  Not entering the discussion so far about normative standard in 

itself, I would like to note that as a result of state interference that “pushes” individuals towards the 

right decisions, the “subjectively rational” behavior of individuals takes shape of rational choice and 

the defined preferences start corresponding to normative standard. 

 

The main advantage of this construction however, according to the leading figures of this 

movement, lies in the fact that the push- policy resolves differences between paternalism and the 

freedom of choice (Sunstein, Thaler (2003, р. 1188)). Not fully supporting this categorical 

statement, I would like to note that the “push strategy” in itself - the tool that comes from meritorics 

– amounts to creating conditions under which the individual by choosing subjectively best variant 

for him realizes the normative standard or at least approaches to it. It actually very much resembles 

John Nash’s methodology according to which individuals under suggested circumstances always act 

“subjectively rationally”. However due to inadequate game rules (institutional environment or 

established circumstances) their actions may lead to individual welfare losses (Майерсон (2010, с. 

29)), i.e. empirically observed irrationality (Nash equilibrium). Change in rules of the game in 

accordance with the same paternalistic understanding of “as it should be” can push individuals 

towards choosing such dominating strategy, which would put their preferences in compliance with 

normative standard. 

 

In other words Nash’s methodology makes it possible, with the same grounding of state activity, to 

preserve basic assumption of individuals’ “subjective rationality” replacing “doublethink” and 

multiplicity of “Self” inherent to meritorics and behavioral economics with the provision about 

ineffective institutional environment. Using Nash’s methodology allows easy incorporating of all 

types of paternalism into the instruments of modernization of institutional environment. At the same 

time the question of normative standard definition still remains unsolved – how to generate the “as 

it should be” knowledge, which actually defines the character and concrete directions of 

institutional modernization that “pushes” individuals towards choosing the “right” strategy. 

 

                                                 
12

 Here attention should be paid to the earlier quoted work of Dosi on evolutionary modeling  of nonequilibrium 

processes in which he explores the possibility of discarding the principle of maximizing behavior of individuals (Дози 

(2012)). 
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Let me dwell now on the suppositions of the Theory of Patronized Goods, which follows meritoric 

line that has absorbed, according to Richard Sturn “traditions of German financial science and 

public finances after Pigou” (Sturn (2010)). In regard to this, let me repeat the main definition of 

meritorics: benefits are called meritorious if their demand on the part of individuals lags behind the 

desired by society and is stimulated by the state. Thus, the very notion of meritorics is directly 

connected with normative public interest. It is this very aspect of Musgrave’s theory that is 

ultimately important for me, as here the affinity between Theory of Patronized Goods and 

meritorics most clearly reveals itself. At this point, however similarity comes to an end. Adhering to 

the Austrian principle of “methodological subjectivism” in the foundations of Theory of Patronized 

Goods and viewing individuals’ behavior as a given, I assume that they act “subjectively rationally” 

including those situations described by Musgrave and later by behavioral economists. Note that in 

order to explain their behavior there is no need to resort to the idea of “doublethink”, which is rather 

artificial for economic theory. It is quite enough, as above noted, to reconsider the second 

constituent of rationality theory – the optimizing behavior of individuals (Table 1). 

 

Table 1 Compartive analysis of modification of rational behavior of individuals 

 

 Theory of 

welfare 

Theory of 

public goods 

Theory of 

merit goods 

Concept of 

mild 

paternalism  

Theory of 

patronized 

goods 

Individual 

preferences 

Methodological 

subjectivism 

False signals Corrupted 

signals 

Corrupted 

signals 

Methodological 

subjectivism 

True 

preferences 

True 

preferences 

True 

preferences 

Optimizing 

behavior 

Complete 

rationality 

Restricted 

rationality 

Restricted 

rationality 

Restricted 

rationality 

Subjective 

rationality 

 

Let me accentuate that the fundamental difference between the Theory of Patronized Goods and 

Musgrave’s meritorics lies not in the negation of preferences duality but in different understanding 

of its nature. In my view, such duality is determined by existence of two essentially different 

subjects with their own preferences, and is far from supposing the same subject double thinking. 

Therefore the situation described in meritorics and repeated in behavioral economics, when 

individuals are unaware of “their second thought” while some third party knows very well about it 

and for individuals’ sake stimulate this very “thought”, does not change anything  meaningful. The 

ambivalence of individuals’ preferences inevitably leads to the existence of external source of their 

evaluation: apart from the multiplicity of “Self” there appears a judge with his own normative 

standard, who decides which of the “Selves”, is right. Reasoning from this fact, a different 

treatment of duality of individuals’ preferences was introduced in the Theory of Patronized Goods. 

Let me quote in this regard one of the principles of Roman private law: a wish cannot be claimed 

unfair – «volenti non fit iniuria». Within this context the basic dilemma between true and false 

preferences of individuals, that was formulated in the theories of public goods and merit goods and 

later repeated and intensified by behavioral economists, is false as such. Based on this 

understanding of “doublethink” model and adhering to the principle of methodological 

subjectivism, I would like to stress that the Theory of Patronized Goods has at its foundation 

another assumption explaining the nature of preferences duality. I am referring to the assumption of 

existence of a certain external source of evaluation, some autonomous bear bearer of preferences 

that can be treated as normative standard.  

 

 

2  NORMATIVE STANDARD 
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It is a well-known fact that welfare economics proceeds from complete rationality of agents. I am 

referring to aspiration of individuals towards maximum realization of their structured and 

coordinated preferences and choosing from all available alternatives the best variants of behavior. 

The preferences defined with the help of market mechanisms act as a naturally positive normative 

standard regardless whether it is the evaluation of a single individual’s welfare or the whole society. 

A.Radygin and R.Entov may have their point saying that “multiple difficulties arise both in defining 

and correspondent use of information on all participants’ preferences and forming the basis for state 

activity” (Радыгин, Энтов (2012, с. 8)). 

 It may be supposed that those difficulties are immediately determined by the fact that the basis for 

state activity (normative standard) has entirely value nature and in fact does not depend on positive 

preferences of participants. To overcome these difficulties admitting the existence of only market 

branch in forming public interests that aggregates individual preferences seems to me as completely 

unreal. I would also like to stress that sometimes unsupported by empirical research hypothesis 

about rational behavior of individuals as well as inability of standard theory of welfare to account 

for the results of behavioral economists deteriorate the value of this most important theory of the 

XXth century. 

 

It is somewhat different for the theory of public goods. The peculiarities of these goods and services 

that have a non-excludable and non-rival character making individuals give “false signals” about 

zero demand for a public good due to their egoistic interest, as well as the absence of market 

mechanism of defining individual preferences gave P.Samuelson the foundation for his theorem 

“On impossibility”. According to it, there is no decentralized solution for production of a public 

good (Самуэльсон (2004,с. 374)).  The production volume of such good is determined by the state 

that sets the “how it should be”, i.e. normative standard generated by “ethics expert” (Samuelson 

(1954, р. 388)). This theory as it appears was the first to offer normative choice that actually settled 

the conflict between false and true preferences of individuals. As distinct from the Theory of 

Patronized Goods where the autonomous bearer of preferences defines the normative standard, and 

the Theory of public goods where this function is performed by samuelsonian “ethics expert”, in 

meritorics and in the concept of mild and libertarian paternalism this supposition is not formulated 

explicitly. Thus, normative standard in these theories remains as undetermined as are the “true 

preferences” of individuals. Any attempt to specify the true preferences or at least to decrease the 

extent of their indefiniteness is based on some vague-sourced knowledge of what is good and bad 

and “how it should be”. Even if we admit subsequent manipulations that preserve greater freedom 

of individual choice as an effective instrument of state policy, there remains a common for these 

theories “methodological gap” in respect of definition of normative standard. 

 

It should be said that “state’s opacity about the true preferences of individuals” (Schmidt (1988, s. 

384)) and the probability of arbitrariness in defining normatively correct preferences (normative 

standard) have always been the Achilles' heel of meritorics. An old comment of McLure on this 

drawback (McLure (1968, s. 479)), made as far as forty-five years ago has probably more point than 

Muller and Tietzel’s statement that the state does not necessarily need to know the “true” 

preferences of individuals (Tietzel, Müller (1998, s. 106)). Such loyalty of meritorics critics can be 

explained by their adherence to individualistic paradigm. Remaining adherent to “methodological 

individualism” they assume that normative standard is either totally unnecessary, or is essentially an 

aggregation of individual preferences (Tietzel, Müller (1998, s. 106)). Within these lines, go 

multiple tries to reconcile meritorics with methodological individualism (Brennan, Lomasky (1983, 

s. 183–206), Head (1988, s. 1–37), Priddat (1992, s. 239–259), Koboldt (1995, s. 153)) as well as 

the references to constitutional economy in which normative standard is defined with the help of 

consensus of individual preferences, and individuals are viewed as “ultimate source of evaluations” 

(Buchanan (1986, p. 249)).  This approach however runs against evident conflict between “ultimate 

source of evaluations” and the multiplicity of “Self” inherent to meritorics. While in the theory of 

welfare, “methodological individualism” used in combination with “methodological subjectivism” 
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is a quite natural assumption, in meritorics, which gave up on Austrian subjectivism and allows for 

two sources of evaluation, or two systems of individuals’ preferences, there appears an unsolvable 

problem of their coordination with this ontological principle. The thing is that the ambivalence of 

individuals’ preferences inherent to Musgrave’s theory inevitably leads to appearance of external 

source of evaluation with its own normative standard. While remaining within methodological 

individualism, it is necessary to look for the normative standard directly in individuals’ preferences. 

Moreover as different from theory of welfare, in meritorics market mechanism deals solely with 

“corrupted” preferences of individuals. However only their “true” preferences can claim the role of 

normative standard and their own definition involves normative standard. At this point, the circle 

closes with logical loop. 

 

The bottom-line is obvious. Meritorics’ renunciation of “methodological subjectivism” and the use 

of the model of human behavior based on “doublethink” or multiplicity of “Self” de-facto leads to 

the renunciation of “methodological individualism” as well. In this case, what is left, what 

methodological suppositions ground this theory? Apart from evidently formulated duplicity of 

preferences, the theory also has implicit duplicity of treatment of the very individualistic norm. On 

the one hand, the possibility of existence of corrupted and true preferences of individuals requires 

external source of evaluation, which poorly comports with methodological individualism; on the 

other, this theory supposes “on default” that normative standard can be formulated in terms of true 

preferences of individuals, i.e. within the framework of methodological individualism (Head (1988, 

s. 27)). 

 

“Do not make a tangle of it, Philipp, for it is the happiness of humankind you are considering” – 

this is epigraph to Kurt Schmidt article (Schmidt (1988, s. 384)), in which he quotes Alfred de 

Musset from his “Lorenzaccio”. This perfectly chosen epigraph, reflecting liberal tradition with 

amazing precision, registers the “tender point” of meritorics. However eligible to critique, 

Musgrave’s attempts to justify state’s intervention and reconcile it with liberal economic theory
13

 

gained momentum in the works of behavioral economists, the supporters of mild paternalism. 

Thinking of the “happiness of the humankind”, they agreed that not everything could be given to 

“invisible hand” that something had to be done by the state by “pushing” people towards right 

decisions. Within their meaning, society has to give everybody an opportunity to be happy: both to 

those no real ideas about happiness, and those who do not possess enough means or willpower to 

make right decisions, and finally to the future generations. 

 

It should be noted that with all the relevance of the concept of libertarian paternalism, it could be 

viewed only as “a second discovery” of meritorics made by behavioral economists. From the point 

of view of methodology, mild paternalism is nearly no different from meritorics that presupposes 

intrusion into customer preferences. Though in this concept describes slightly different factors 

influencing individual choice not connected with increasing the welfare, it is the “pushing” of 

individuals towards making normatively right decision which remains essential. In other words, 

libertarian (Sunstein, Thaler (2003, р. 1188)) and asymmetrical (Camerer et al (2003, р. 1212)) 

paternalism, which presuppose substitution of direct restriction of individuals’ choice with “option 

on default”, retain at their foundation meritorious intrusion into customer preferences. 

 

Using the advances of behavioral economics Sunstein and Thaler in fact repeated paternalistic 

thesis of meritorics, which among others attracts attention of D’Amico (D’Amico (2009)). It is not 

hard to realize that paternalism in any shape including libertarian, asymmetrical, and “policy of 

gentle push” is based on normative standard, on the knowledge of “what should be”. According to 

                                                 
13

  Public interest in particular is viewed by Musgrave as the result of “transfer into political trust” of the individual 

preferences. Voting at elections for particular candidate individuals with their vote assign to him the right to express 

their opinion on what public preferences should be (Рубинштейн (2009с)).  
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R. Sugden, for example, libertarian paternalism is “a concept that involves a planner responsible for 

correlating information about individual preferences and welfare and basing on these data 

promoting the growth of general welfare” (Sugden (2008, p. 229)). 

 

Commenting on purely meritorious thesis of Sunstein and Thaler on paternalistic compensation for 

inadequate information, contracted mental capacities and insufficient willpower of individuals 

(Sunstein, Thaler (2003, р. 1162)), Sugden stresses that “without normative judgments we wouldn’t 

be able to define full-rate information, non-contracted mental capacities, or absolute self-command” 

(Sugden (2008, р. 232)). In other words, here as well the normative nature of “true preferences” of 

individuals requires external source of estimation of their welfare that generates “normative 

judgments” or normative standard, which, however, does not correlate well with individualistic 

norm. Thus, we can state that in this issue meritorics and mild paternalism have but marginal 

differences and in fact suffer from the same affliction of incompatibility of the behavioral model of 

individuals with multiplicity of “Self” with the principle of methodological individualism. 

 

Let me make general conclusion. Researches by behavioral economists led not only to the 

rediscovery of meritorics, to development of behavioral model of individuals with multiplicity of 

“Self” and strengthening of normative vector in economic analysis, but also created yet other doubts 

in absolutization of the methodological individualism principle, according to which any interests of 

society can be described via individuals’ preferences that have sovereign status. To affirm these 

doubts let me quote the old philosophic law of David Hume – “it is impossible to derive what 

should be from what there is” as well as mathematical formulation of in fact the same idea in the 

shape of Arrow’s impossibility theorem. Their direct conclusion appears in the statement that 

paternalistic directives of society and the correspondent normative standard cannot be derived from 

individuals’ preferences that have positive nature. 

 

Now let us speak about the normative standard in Theory of Patronized Goods, in which the 

paternalistic interference of the state is given ground from the united perspective (Рубинштейн 

(2009а)). In this respect let me quote Gunnar Myrdal ,“the only way to approach the objectivity in 

theoretical analysis is to bring our values from darkness to light, realize them, specify them, openly 

acknowledge them and let them define theoretical research” (Myrdal (1970, p. 55–56)). Such 

definitive peculiarity of patronized goods is their social utility – the way to meet public interests 

that form normative standard. This applies both to social merit goods, and to goods and services, 

which production and consumption are connected with “markets failures”. 

 

While applying to the theories of public and merit goods we can consider this regulation as proven, 

in respect to “market failures” some special comments should be made and some questions 

answered. For example, how should poverty be treated, which according to Musgrave leads to 

irrational behavior of individuals and subsequently to ineffective resources allocation? How should 

we evaluate what is better - either direct losses in welfare from ineffective use of resources without 

poverty, or no such losses at high level of poverty? Where should various other cases be placed that 

are treated by different authors either as market flaw, or as “state failure”? According to the 

definition of this phenomenon, it is always about the situations that are evaluated as unsatisfactory.  

Namely evaluated by economists based on “normative standard” drawn up by a correspondent 

theory
14

.  An inevitable conventional element in these evaluations has nothing to do with the market 

mechanism in itself. Moreover, “market failure” is nothing more than a habitual metaphor that 

masks the neutrality of self-regulation mechanism
15

. The results of its activity cannot be either 

                                                 
14

 According to D.Davidson, for example, if there is no opportunity to interpret individual’s behavior as “true in respect 

to our own standards, we have no reasons to consider it rational” (Дэвидсон (2003, с. 197)). Let me stress here that 

economists evaluate individuals’ behavior using their own standards. 
15

 I am inclined to consider “state failure” as another metaphor of the same kind. Thus, even democratic organization of 

society “does not always presupposes a more thorough study of true preferences of population and defining better 
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“fault”, or “true”. They become as such only within people’s value judgments.
16

 From the Theory of 

Patronized goods viewpoint markets inefficiency is no different from other situations that are 

recognized as unsatisfactory. For example, if the considered monopoly or adverse selection is not 

approved by society, they can be considered as the analogue to equilibrium evaluated as undesired 

due to growing inequality in wealth distribution. In both situations as well as in the case of 

individuals whose behavior is treated as irrational, the question is solely about value judgments that 

reflect normative directives of society in the form of correspondent preferences of the state – the 

autonomous market subject (table 2).  

 

Table 2 Comparative analysis of normative standard definitions 

 

 Theory of 

welfare 

Theory of public 

goods 

Theory of 

merit goods 

Concept of 

mild 

paternalism  

Theory of 

patronized 

goods 

Normative 

standard 

Revealed 

preferences 

Preferences of 

samuelsonian 

“ethics expert” 

Value 

perceptions  

Value 

perceptions 

Normative 

preferences 

of society 

 
Thus, normative standard in the interpretation of Theory of Patronized Goods is the reflection of 

normative interest of society that cannot be reduced to preferences of individuals. The fact of 

existence of this interest is substantiated with the correspondent initial assumption based on 

relativistic philosophy. Methodologically speaking, there are two issues imbedded here. First, why 

is it necessary to renounce methodological individualism and consider the presence of autonomous 

interest of society as initial assumption? Second, what are “normative preferences of society”, what 

is their nature, essence and mechanisms of formation? Let me elaborate on the first question. 

 

 

3  METHODOLOGICAL RELATIVISM 

 

I have been repeatedly reproached that the existence of public interest irreducible to individual 

preferences is postulated in Economic Sociodynamics. This is true, but only a part of the truth. 

What is meant is the replacement of one postulate of the standard theory – methodological 

individualism – with a more general original assumption. In this respect both methodological 

individualism, and its substitute “methodological relativism” have the same axiomatic nature. 

Though my colleague and partner in epistolary discussions A.Liberman draws attention to the 

inequality of these postulates, reasoning that “it is easier to admit that everything is confined to the 

actions of well-watched and familiar individuals than to build a more complicated theory”, I cannot 

agree with him. 

 

Surely, it is easier to make such an assumption, but it fails to explain a whole class of phenomena. 

According to this assumption, for one, it is impossible to define normative standard in theories of 

public and merit goods, in concept of mild paternalism where the behavioral model of individuals 

with multiplicity of “Self” is used. Moreover, it would be evidently erroneous to suppose that the 

existence of public interest irreducible to individual preferences in Economic Sociodynamics and 

the Theory of Patronized Goods can be combined with methodological individualism. It should be 

noted that public interests, as a whole as well as the problem of their interrelation with individual 

preferences are the “all time subjects” wandering through countries and epochs. By the end of the 

XIX century, two trends in interpretation of public interest were defined. Thus the German tradition 

                                                                                                                                                                  
options to satisfy  such requirements” (Радыгин, Энтов (2012, с. 9). The question is again about “better options” – 

value judgements based on personal standards. 
16

 Optimality criterion by Pareto is an example of value judgement.  
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postulating the interest of society as such (holism) recognized the category of “collective 

requirements” as a fundamental base for the famous “German finance science”. The English 

tradition in its turn denied the very possibility of existence of interests different from the aggregated 

individuals’ preferences (individualism). In the XX century, methodological individualism became 

an antithesis to holism, and steadily occupied its place in the main vein of economic theory. This 

state of affairs however makes me dissatisfied. As I see it, here lies the one of the main hindrances 

for the development of economic theory and one of the reasons for unreasonable narrowing of 

general social analysis. The latter conclusion can be formulated inversion ally – renunciation of 

radicalization of individualism and move towards relativist philosophy give opportunity to form 

economic methodology with more general assumptions. 

 

In this respect, allow me to give some comments on interpretation of individualism and holism. But 

first the arguments pro et contra. Albert Schaffle, for example, wrote about the existence of public 

requirements “that cannot be met by individual members of society” (Schaffle (1873, s. 113)). Karl 

Menger expresses himself even more definitely, “…not only human individuals that form these 

unions but the unions themselves have their own nature and thus the necessity of preserving its 

essence and development – the general requirements that should not be mixed with the requirements 

of individual members or even with requirements of all members put together (Menger (1923, s. 8)).  

Alternative perceptions typical for the XX century are found in the works of Paul Samuelson – “I 

do not suppose the existence of some mystical collective mind that enables enjoyment of using 

collective consumer benefits…” (Samuelson (1954, p. 387)), Richard Musgrave – “as a group of 

people as such cannot talk, the question arises who is able to express the feelings of this group” 

(Musgrave (1959, р. 87)), and Karl Popper – “behavior and actions of such bodies as groups should 

be reduced to the behavior and actions of individual people” (Поппер (1992, с. 109)). 
17

 Such 

simple arguments and counterarguments are abundant on both sides. It seems to me however that 

the time for simple arguments is gone. From the perspective of modern social science with its 

principal assumption about “background range space”
18

 and institutional understanding of socium 

they do not seem that convincing. In addition, the idea that the bearer of any interest is some 

animate creature is clearly superficial. Amid the complicating of interconnections between people, 

the very institutes generate specific interests of particular communities of individuals and society in 

general. If we involve the games theory tour discussion, another conclusion will become obvious: 

because of autonomous and self-interested individual decisions, their aggregate can transgress into 

the state that contradicts to the interests of each individual. In other words, the obtained result 

cannot always be reduced to the individual utility functions, which also shows that social entity 

possesses of system properties that individuals do not have. Quite representative in this respect was 

the discussion on dilemma “individualism-holism” that took place in the second half of XX century 

(Блауг (2004, с. 100–101), Krimerman (1969), O’Neil (1973)). One of its peculiarities was that the 

critics of holism were developing methodological individualism from “ontological individualism” 

not quite on a reasonable basis – from the fact that society consists of people and from the ideas that 

individuals create all social institutes, while social values are just hypothetical abstractions (Kincaid 

(1998, р. 295)). This approach however did not gain universal support. “People do not create 

society”, writes Roy Bhaskar, “as it has always existed before them and is an indispensable 

condition for their activity” (Bhaskar (1989, р. 36)). Blaug also says, “Though at the trivial level 

ontological individualism appears fair, it does not necessarily define the way we should or should 

not study collective phenomena, i.e. with methodological individualism” (Блауг (2004, с. 101)). At 

the same time, a general opinion about insufficient reasonableness of transition from “ontological 

                                                 
17

 According to Mark Blaug “Popper’s own works do not give an insight into how decidedly he advocates 

methodolovigical individualism” (Блауг (2004, с. 100)), moreover Popper did not take part in the famous 

methodological dispute in the 1950s.  
18

 What is meant here is the “background range space” that exists outside of individuals’ heads in which their thoughts 

and words acquire general sense” (Витгенштейн (1994)). I will later come back to this important philosophic  

statement that gives base for the scientific explanation to the formation processes of social directives.   
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individualism” to methodological individualism has been formed (Ходжсон (2008, с. 45, сн. 3)). In 

the end of the XX century this discussion moved chiefly to the works of sociologists, the historical 

“opposition of the extremes” was preserved – methodological collectivism of Emil Durkheim 

(Дюркгейм (1899), Гофман (2001)) with its demand to view social phenomena as a phenomenon 

of social entity not reducible to individual actions and methodological individualism of MaxWeber 

(Вебер (1980, 1994)) with its directive to view everything through the actions of individuals. 

However, the main vector of this discussion moved to the sphere of less radical perception of 

individualism.  

Benno Verlen, for example, stresses, “Methodological individualism does not mean denying the 

existence of collectivities and institutions. Nor does it require accepting that society is nothing more 

than an aggregate of individuals belonging to it, or that society can be reduced to individual 

psychology and explaining it in such notions” (Верлен (2002, с. 16)). Joseph Agassi takes quite the 

same attitude by interpreting methodological individualism in neutral and even appeasing tones 

(Agassi (1960, 1973)). This all indicates the formation of certain compromise between holism and 

individualism and moving towards relativist methodology. 

 

Thus Anthony Giddens views methodological individualism on the one hand as a possible 

alternative to structural sociology, while on the other comes to the conclusion that structural 

sociology and methodological individualism are not alternative to each other in a sense that by 

accepting one we have to dismiss the other (Giddens (1984, 2001)). Another English sociologist R. 

Bhaskar, who thinks that social relations are compatible to both individualist, and collectivist 

theories, continues this line of reasoning within the framework of relativist methodology (Бхаскар 

(1991)).  French sociologist R.Boudon upholds rather the same position, stressing that 

methodological individualism is a necessary but not indispensable condition for social research that 

requires obligatory analysis of macro sociological phenomena (Boudon (p1988), Будон (1999).  He 

also places himself closer to the “centre” and expresses a significant reservation, “assimilation of a 

group to an individual is legitimate only if the group is organized and evidently possesses 

institutional forms enabling collective decision making” (Boudon (1979)). In this context, the works 

of Alain Touraine and Michel Crozier should be discussed with their characteristic trait of accepting 

the doubleness of public life where social structures and individual behavior act as equal and 

complimentary elements of surrounding reality (Touraine (2005), Крозье (1993, c. 35–43)).
19

  

Methodologically research directives of Tourain and Crozier are quite correspondent to the 

approach of Giddens and Bhaskar and actually are based on the synthesis of micro- and macro- 

sociological approaches, on holism and individualism without any obligation to choose any as a 

fundamental principle. It may be supposed that this essentially relativist methodology creates 

additional opportunities for modern society research and expands the boundaries of economic 

analysis. 

 

Now it is necessary to discuss a more complicated and more subtle aspect of “holism-

individualism” dilemma characteristic for modern philosophy that divides and inseparably 

complementing analysis of individuals’ behavior and functioning of institutions as elements of 

society as such. In this respect, we should pay attention at the research of Canadian philosopher and 

culture scholar Charles Tailor. Having displayed one of the possible ways of economic analysis 

methodology development, he distinguishes the so-called “indecomposably social benefits” that are 

by nature inappropriate for individual consumption (Тейлор 2001)). They are in essence identical to 

“social benefits” in Economic sociodynamics and Theory of Patronized Goods, which having no 

individual utility are capable of meeting irreducible (indecomposable) social requirements 

(Гринберг, Рубинштейн (2000, с. 47–54), Рубинштейн (2008, с. 93–114)). The main point of 

Tailor’s work however lies not even in the result that has sovereign significance, but in the 

                                                 
19

 See the detailed review of modern French philosophy by Paul Ansar publiched in several issues of “Sociological 

Review” (Ансар (1995, 1996, 1997)). 
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argumentation, that substantiates this result. It is a completely different direction of analysis based 

on methodology of Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein, who enriched modern philosophy 

with categories of thought and language (Витгенштейн (1994, 2009), Болдырев (2008)) and on 

works of Ferdinand de Saussure, one of the founders of semiotics, who displayed fundamental 

differences and cyclic connection between language and speech (Соссюр (2000, 2009)).  Using the 

already mentioned “background range space that exists outside individuals’ heads”
20

 and 

extrapolating it to the relations of people within socium, Tailor not only strengthens the conclusions 

in favor of intercompatibility of institutions and individual actions, but also, most importantly, 

introduces into scientific use phenomenon of “general understanding” as a set of “background  base 

of practices, institutions, and judgments”(Тейлор (2001, с. 12)) immanent to society as a social 

entity. This approach ensured exceeding the “tight scope” of methodological individualism and 

founded the philosophic base for viewing socium as a bearer of particular properties and even 

requirements that can be met by “indecomposably social benefits”. 
21

 Tailor displays Saussure’s 

endless circle and notes, “Speech activities suppose the existence of language, and language is 

reproduced in speech activities” (Тейлор (2001, с. 11)). At some stretch, Saussure’s circle can by 

associative be applied to the pair individuals-institutions: individual interactions should be viewed 

within the framework of culturally determined institutions, which are reproduced through the 

actions of individuals. Let me note that here Tailor goes further than the above mentioned 

sociologists preserving however their characteristic principle of intercompatibility of holism and 

individualism that corresponds with methodology of relativism used in Economic Sociodynamics 

and Theory of Patronized Goods. Adhering to this principle enables “breaking free” from 

atomization of society as it allows for explaining individual behavior with “macro sociological 

variables” inter alia. Blaug has also pointed this out in application to economic methodology, “it is 

in principle highly desirable that all holistic concepts, macroscopic factors, aggregated variables 

were defined in terms of individual behavior were possible. However when it is not possible, let us 

not fall into silence just because we cannot violate the principle of methodological individualism” 

(Блауг (2004, с. 103)). John Maynard Keynes probably also discovered such impossibility. It will 

be recalled that he outputs the key notions of his theory that display macroeconomic characteristic 

of the system in general from macro phenomena of the same order and not from individual 

behavior. Unemployment he explains, for example, with insufficiency of cumulative demand, etc. 

Though the critics of Keynesianism insisted that macro phenomena should be interpreted through 

microeconomic actions, it looks like their point has not become dominant. The thesis that 

explanation of social phenomena cannot be reduced to the actions of individuals has also gained a 

foothold in new institutional economics (Aoki (2001)). The following words of George Hodgson are 

also appropriate in this context, “Regardless of their centenary rivalry, methodological 

individualists and collectivists have more common traits than it is customary supposed. 

Methodological individualism demands that society should be explained from an individual’s 

viewpoint, which makes it lose sight of the key mechanisms of social influence thus accepting goals 

and preferences of individuals as given. Methodological collectivism explains individual through 

society and subsequently lacks adequate explanation of how individual goals and preferences can 

change. The variants of explanation in both methodological strategies are different; however, the 

results are much the same in essential points” (Ходжсон (2008, с. 51)). I do not recollect exactly 

where I read the following thought, possibly in A.B. Hofman’s works, but I clearly remember the 

essence of it. There are multiple levels of research of society and human realities. The specific 

character of each level is always there: any researcher under certain circumstances explains 

individual behavior with social conditions of individuals ‘existence, while under the other 

circumstances he analyses collectives through individual behavior. In other words, the discussion 

                                                 
20

 Illustrating Wittgenstein’s ideas, Tailor says the following, “Thoughts presuppose and demand the background range 

space to be the very thoughts they are” (Тейлор (2001, с. 10)).  
21

 By naming the phenomena of “general understanding” as culture and using Saussure’s approach to a wide class of 

social phenomena Tailor defined its only bearer – society as such. 
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about “the only true” individualism or holism cannot provide any ontological results. This 

conclusion reveals the very essence of relativist methodology that allies a number of Russian 

economists (Автономов (1998), Полтерович (2011), Лившиц (2013), Ореховский (2013)). I 

needed this little insight to justify the move from the strictly individualistic norm to 

“methodological relativism”. As Blaug said, if possible, social preferences should be viewed as an 

aggregate of individuals’ preferences; when it is impossible, other laws of formation of socium 

interest should be considered, including historically formed institutions and mechanisms of political 

system, the peculiarities of interconnection and competition of political elites supported by interests 

of corresponding social groups and possessing of their own preferences.  This directly relates to the 

normative standard as well, which defines the direction of state’s activity in the theories of public 

and merit goods, concept of mild paternalism and theory of patronized goods. 

 

In the theory of public welfare methodological individualism, in combination with methodological 

subjectivism, is a natural provision for the formation of normative standard in the shape of market 

aggregate of individuals preferences; yet in the theories of public and merit goods, as well as in the 

concept of mild paternalism that all use the behavioral model of individual with multiple “Self”, 

situation looks quite different. The postulated in those theories “true preferences” (read normative 

standard) are formed, as shown above, by an external source of evaluation. In other words, such 

“normatively correct” preferences evidently “clash” with methodological individualism. And only 

denial (according to Blaug) of strict form of individualism in this theories lets defining normative 

standard based on value judgments of “how it should be”. Though it is unclear as for how this 

knowledge arises, we can conclude that by declaring their adherence to methodological 

individualism and simultaneously violating this canon, the representatives of these theories display 

latent relativism (table 3). 

 

Table 3 Comparative methodology of some economic theories 
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In the theory of patronized goods with its axiomatic using combination of methodological 

subjectivism and methodological relativism, normative standard is defined based on normative 

interest of society in the shape of its preferences as an autonomous market subject. While individual 

preferences merging into market stream are averaged on the whole set of individuals, preferences of 

society as such that exist alongside with them do not undergo such reduction being defined by 

means of political system mechanisms. These interests are formed within two different institutional 

environments, thus they are not reducible to each other and are complimentary to each other. 
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Thus, we speak here about two parallel processes, about market and political branches. One of them 

is solely connected with individual preferences and their harmonization with the help of market 

mechanism, while the other reflects the origin, expansion and actualization of normative interests of 

society by means of institutes of political system.  Wherein, normative interests of socium, 

depending on the level of development of society and its political system, absorb the entire 

spectrum of public preferences based on socially approved values and ethic norms, ideas of justice 

and expediency, and other social directives. In other words, the field of public normative interests 

generated by political branch gets those value judgments that Samuelson in "Pure theory of public 

expenditures" attributed to his "ethics expert" and representatives of meritorics and mild 

paternalism called "true preferences." Note that the political branch is not a theoretical abstraction, 

it is real and observable process serviced by institutions of society. There participate certain 

individuals – “passionarities” – who define the “hot spots” of socium before others; mass media, 

public movements and parties that serve as “institutional lift” for the interests that have not obtained 

wide circulation; the representative organs of all levels that ultimately formulate the objectives 

variously correspondent with public expectations. It is this process that I consider the main 

formation mechanism of interests of society as such that finds a correspondent display in normative 

standard. By including into analysis’ scope two branches of formation of public interest, we will 

have to reconsider one more assumption of economic theory. 

 

 

4  HETEROGENEITY PRINCIPLE 

 

Discussing the above stated question on the nature and mechanisms of formation of social entity 

interests in the Theory of patronized goods, I would like to support V.Polterovich’s idea that it is 

not only about accepting their existence but also about concrete description of the political system 

that forms and actualizes these irreducible interests
22

.  It is quite plausible that innuendos in this 

issue created a certain lack of understanding among some of my colleagues. 

 

When I am considering the political branch of formation of public interest and ground their 

autonomy and irreducibility to the interests of individuals who take part in generating public interest 

elicited by market mechanism, I do not mean that normative interests are defines by some “mystic 

organ” or another abstraction. Of course not. As in the case of market branch of public interest, 

concrete people that interact with each other and with the existing institutions realize the formation 

of public normative interest. The problem however arises in defining whether these are the same 

people or different groups of individuals, the same institutions or different institutional 

environments immanent to each of the two branches of formation of public interest. 

 

Here the content analysis begins that requires going back to initial assumptions. The standard axiom 

of homogeneity of economic agents and their preferences being one of them seems doubtful to 

many researchers. Let me quote G.Dosi, “It would be easier if we could justifiably represent the real 

“general equilibrium” (with multiple agents that are inhomogeneous at least in their initial resources 

and preferences) in compressed form as a representative agent. However, it is actually impossible. 

If we still do it against all the odds, we than suppose the coordination problem to be solved by 

construction” (Дози (2012, с. 35)).  Though the statement about inhomogeneity of agents has an 

almost semi centennial history
23

, research papers in the main economic literature have been only 

recent addition. 

                                                 
22

  For more detailed presentation of V.Polterovich’s viewpoint expressed in our personal conversations see 

(Рубинштейн (2010, с. 111–116)). 
23

 Apart from the studies devoted to the critics of general equilibrium models with “representative agent”, let me point 

out some works in the are of economic and social psychology. For example, (Kelley, 
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After the works of Nobel laureate James Heckman who demonstrated real opportunities for 

improvement of state policy by suggesting it acted in society with heterogenial agents and social 

groups with contrary interests, the assumption of heterogeneity began to be considered as a more 

adequate methodological principle (Heckman (2001a, b)). The results of experiments including the 

sphere of public goods significantly corroborate to this conclusion (Fehr, Gachter (2000), Webley et 

al. (2001), Fischbacher et al. (2001), Andreoni, Miller (2002), Goeree et al. (2002)). Noteworthy is 

also a recent research by P.Orekhovsky devoted to the analysis of homogeneity axiom applied to 

economic agents, consumer preferences, production functions and public choice, in which he 

demonstrates an evident remoteness of "of this prerequisite from a modern economic 

reality"(Ореховский (2013, с. 31)). Essentially, we have here a similar situation to that observed 

above when analyzing the principle of rational behavior, where empirical studies of behavioral 

economists became the impetus for a critical assessment. In this case, the above-mentioned 

experiments as well as the case studies of sociologists and political scientists, repeatedly 

demonstrated the existence of social groups whose interests and the behavior of their members 

differ significantly from each other. P.Orekhovsky actually points out this almost commonplace 

fact, “Political (and sociological) analysis assumes that the interests of the various groups may be 

the opposite: some are interested in progressive taxation, others - in the "flat rate", some require free 

sales and the possibility to carry weapons, and others are strongly opposed. This is not simply 

“different preferences”, these are different goals and values” (Ореховский (2013, с. 19–20)). The 

overall conclusion is also fair: the most important for the mainstream theory assumption of 

homogeneity of preferences in combination with methodological individualism, as well as the 

principle of rational behavior, discussed above, suffer from one affliction - "detachment from 

reality". Given this conclusion, it makes sense to consider how this issue is solved in the analyzed 

theories of public welfare, public and merit goods, and concept of libertarian or mild paternalism. It 

is clear that certain integrity and self-sufficiency of the public welfare theory that considers 

irrational individual behavior only in the line of market flaws and state failures; do not require 

either “doublethink”, or normative standard, or two branches of public interest formation. The 

condition of homogeneity of economic agents and their preferences in combination with 

methodological individualism and the principle of rationality enables the construction of 

equilibrium models with optimum allocation of resources and the highest possible realization of 

social welfare. However, as before, it is necessary to state that this theory does not explain the many 

empirical facts displayed in the experiments of behavioral economists. Analysis of the theory of 

public goods, in which "normative standard" is defined by samuelsonian "ethics expert", located at 

will of Samuelson outside economy
24

, suggests that a not quite standard condition of heterogeneity 

is implicitly used here. It directly follows from the fact that "ethics expert" and individuals who 

consume public goods are different economic agents in this theory and have dissimilar preferences. 

And although Samuelson said nothing about heterogeneity assumption and, conversely, uses the 

"default" condition of homogeneity of aggregated consumers of public goods and their preferences, 

the mere existence of an "ethics expert” makes you think about the heterogeneity of economic 

agents. As for meritorics and the concept of mild paternalism, here, apparently, we face the same 

“default” use of heterogeneity condition as in the theory of public goods. The thing is that both 

meritorious, and libertarian paternalism presuppose state intervention in individuals’ preferences.  

In other words, regardless the definition of normative standard, in all forms of "true preferences" 

identification it is admissible, or rather necessary in both concepts to push individuals by the 

external entity towards "right solutions". 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  
Staheliski (1970a), Johnson, Nohrem-Hebeisem (1979), Andreoni (1995), Offerman et al. (1996), Burlando, Hey 

(1997), Burlando, Webley (1999)).  
24

 Let me emphasize that Paul Samuelson took out the solutions of "expert on ethics" beyond economics and believed 

that they were not economic task (Самуэльсон (2004, с. 375)). 
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Therefore in this case, de facto the assumption of heterogeneity is used that allows to divide the 

whole set of economic agents into two homogeneous groups with different preferences. In this 

sense, the theory of public goods, meritorics, and the concept of libertarian or soft paternalism are 

special cases of the Theory of patronized goods, where the explicitly formulated principle of 

heterogeneity belongs to the main methodological provisions. We can also state that, in accordance 

with the Theory of patronized goods, the interests generated by the political branch are principally 

inadequate to the interests formed by the market environment, and they cannot be defined in terms 

of market preferences. The vast majority of people do not possess such interests. Only a statistically 

irrelevant part of society – those whom Plato called “philosophers” (Платон (1971, т. 3, с. 275)), 

Musgrave attributed to the “informed group of people” (Musgrave (1969, s. 16)), and Schmidt 

classified as “politicians” (Schmidt (1988, s. 384)) are able to acknowledge these interests. The 

presence of this special group of people providing their articulation requires the mitigation of 

excessively rigid prerequisite of homogeneity of economic agents and their preferences. 

 

Assuming the heterogeneity of economic entities, we can suppose the existence of at least two 

major groups - "individuals" who generate public interest through the market mechanism, and 

"politicians" whom the rest of the population entrusted to take care of the general welfare.
25

 To this, 

I would like to add a very important point of C. Taylor, "Living in society and, especially, studying 

its work, one should acknowledge such phenomena that are neither human nor their combinations: 

roles, responsibilities, status, rights, laws, customs "(Тейлор (2001, с. 7–8)).  Therefore, if we can 

talk about participation of other citizens in the formation of public interest generated in the political 

environment, it can only be indirect, meaning political institutions and mechanisms of entrusting 

politicians with voters’ opinions. 

 

Considering in the Theory of patronized goods the political branch of formation of public interest 

and the "politicians" who generate normative attitudes of society and the corresponding normative 

standard, we should keep in mind a principally "different behavior" of this group of economic 

agents in relation to completely "different events"
26

.  Let me explain what I mean by “politicians”, 

“different events” and “different behavior”. First, we are talking about a democratic society and its 

institutions, including the parliament, whose members based on an established procedure "define" 

normative interests of society and their current priorities
27

. Clearly, the concurrence of the two sets 

of individuals operating in the market and political environments is only possible when replacing 

parliamentary procedure with referendum. Taking into account the fact that the referendum itself is 

a rare exception to the standard of civil practice, we can assume that in the current discourse the 

only meaningful behavior is one of "politicians". 

 

                                                 
25

 In a well-known experiment with public goods the existence of " three types of players” is assumed , in particular, 

“free riders, cooperators and manipulators” (Burlando, Guala ( 2005 , p . 35) ) . Here is another example. Recalling the 

work of Daron Acemoglu (Acemoglu ( 2007)), in which questions of  "survivability of inefficient economic and 

political institutions" are researched, A. Radygin and R. Entov indicate that in the used models other three group of 

players are considered " 1 ) representatives of some abstract " elite" (apparently , a group of representatives of the ruling 

political elite ),  2) the middle class , trying to resist the "elite" ; 3) employees" (Радыгин, Энтов (2012, с. 17)).  
26

 In my earlier works, I used the concept of "other people" with "different behavior" in relation to "different events" 

(Рубинштейн (2011, 2012)). Following the principle of heterogeneity, the concept of "other people" can be replaced by 

a more appropriate category - "politicians", whose preferences differ from the preferences of individuals. 
27

 In the preface to the English-language translation of Knut Wicksell's edition of the book "Study on the theory of 

finance" James Buchanan urged "fellow economists first to build any model of government or political system, and only 

then begin to analyze the results of government activities"» (Бьюкенен (1997, с. 18)).  Following this 

methodologicaldirective and in order to analyze formation of public interest, I consider a fairly simple model of 

parliamentary democracy. 
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Secondly, if an individual in market environment assesses available alternatives from the standpoint 

of their own benefit
28

, political branch generates alternatives related to normative understanding of 

public welfare. In this respect, it really is about "different events." For example, if in market 

environment  individual decides on whether to go to the theater or buy apples, in the political 

environment "politicians" face another alternative: whether to support the exposure of the 

population to the theatrical art, or whether fruit consumption more important for society. It is clear 

that the identity of these alternatives is also possible only in the case of a referendum on the 

consumption of each good. That is why we can conclude that in the political process of public 

interests formation usually the “different events” are viewed.  

Third, the Theory of patronized goods considers "different behavior" as the preferences of 

"politicians" acting on behalf of society, are mainly determined not by personal but public media. In 

addition, no matter how much we talk about the possible self-identification of the selected people 

with society, on behalf of which they form a normative standard and take appropriate decisions, it is 

still not the same as when individual has to pay for the consumed benefits by refusal to personally 

consume other benefits.  Many studies indicate the possibility of lower evaluation of the usefulness 

of public resources for elected people in relation to their own resources
29

. In this sense, even a 

referendum cannot fix the "genetic defect" of public resources, which, in fact, determines the 

phenomenon of "different behavior". 

 

I needed such lengthy explanations to clarify once more the mechanisms of formation of public 

normative interest - one of the most important provisions of the Theory of patronized goods. Using 

the heterogeneity principle as inter alia the basis for explaining "different behavior" and 

"politicians," I wanted to show that in the general case of the proposed model with two branches of 

public interests formation  there is no place for dualism of preferences of the same individuals. We 

are talking about two sets of people, about fundamentally different public interests defined in the 

market and political environments, about their irreducibility to each other (table 4).  

 

Table 4 The principle of homogeneity in methodology of some economic theories 

 

 Theory of 

welfare 

Theory of 

public goods 

Theory of 

merit goods 

Concept of 

mild 

paternalism  

Theory of 

patronized 

goods 

Heterogeneity/ 

homogeneity 

Homogeneity  Heterogeneity 

“by default” 

Heterogeneity 

“by default” 

Heterogeneity 

“by default” 

Heterogeneity 

Market branch 

of formation 

of public 

interest 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Political 

branch of 

formation of 

public interest 

Not available Preferences 

of “ethics 

expert” 

Value 

judgments on 

“true 

preferences” 

Value 

judgments on 

“true 

preferences” 

Normative 

preferences 

of society 

 

Whiler researching such a category as the interest of social entity, one cannot but pay attention to 

the differences in the nature of individual and group interests. It should be said that this problem has 

                                                 
28

 Following Margolis I'm also willing to expand the boundaries of the Smithonian selfishness, and so far that altruism 

turns into component of rational behavior (Margolis (1982, p.17)). Note that in this formulation, the market branch of 

the formation of public preferences"captures" the altruistic interests of individuals. 
29

 I will note that the end of the century was crowded with references to "rent-searching class", "political income", 

"bureaucratic rent", "logrolling", etc. 
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never been very popular among economists. If it is present in the economic analysis, it is only in a 

small number of works and more on a “tangential" scale
30

.  

 

The main subject after the fundamental work of Arrow on the public choice theory (Arrow (1951)), 

was the construction of general solutions (formation of social preferences), which have, by 

definition, the same properties as the preferences of individuals. Moreover, the theory itself with its 

reliance on methodological individualism and homogeneity of economic agents failed to expand the 

boundaries of economic analysis. Based on the fact that the public interest is merely an aggregate of 

(a combination) the interests of individuals, it actually postulates their equally positive nature, 

leaving out the interests of social entity which have normative content. It should be noted also that 

the ever existent desire to free the economic theory from value concepts, bring it closer to 

mathematics and make a positive science
31

 led to the fact that the category of normative interests 

was practically driven from economic analysis - there is no place for normative categories where 

only "rigor and consistency" are recognized (Кэй (2012, с. 7)). Meanwhile without normative 

interests it is simply impossible to account for many processes. Therefore, expanding the 

boundaries of the traditional interpretation of group interest seems to me a very important step 

towards building an adequate economic methodology. To the group aggregate of individual 

preferences that along with individual interests are of positive nature, we should add the preferences 

of the group as such with the invariably standard nature. Let me also note that the normative 

character of social group interest as a whole is neither a hypothesis, nor a postulate. Regardless of 

the mechanisms of formation of such interest - whether it is a personal decision of a group leader or 

a choice of the coalition of like-minded (a party), or voting of all members of the group, it is always 

defined in the form of value judgments. Discussing methodological issues of Theory of patronized 

goods that include the normative interest of society and "likening" the state to the market subject 

that realizes this interest, we cannot but forget the verdict of R.Boudon, who emphasized that such 

assumptions were correct only in the case when the subject "... is endowed with institutional forms 

that allow it taking collective decisions "(Boudon (1979)). Thus, a clear and quite feasible 

requirement to the state -market subject is the presence of some institutional system that would 

allow making decisions on behalf of society. Basically, we are talking about another aspect of the 

considered methodology - the political structure of the state and civil society institutions, enabling 

collective decisions. This raises another important issue connected with the premise of the 

heterogeneity of economic agents. The fact is that in general case it makes sense to consider a 

variety of social groups and their authentic representatives, a certain part of which is in accordance 

with the institutions of the political system defines a set of "politicians" who express the 

corresponding group interests. Considering this, one should take into account the fact that 

"politicians" themselves are not a homogeneous group. Therefore, normative public interest 

generated by political branch, should be considered only as a democratic compromise formed 

during discourse determined by the current political system and the existing institutional 

environment capable both to approach and to distance public choice from social needs. One can 

only agree that "the political process has its own logic, which in many cases does not coincide with 

the habitual logic of optimizing economic mechanisms" (Радыгин, Энтов (2012, с. 26)).  In other 

words, the political branch actualizes only the interests that are ready to be recognized by the 

political system itself, i.e. the complex of existing institutions and individuals in authority. It is 

these interests, regardless of their proximity to the real public needs, become by definition the 

normative public interests. Although the mechanisms of "social immunity" eventually make their 

adjustments by "correcting" public choice (Гринберг, 

 

                                                 
30

 I mean publications on value directives of society and their reflection in the institutional theory. See also (Харсаньи 

(2004)). 
31

 This is the famous debate at the "Union social policy" council meeting in Vienna in 1909 and the "free from value 

judgments of social science” doctrine of the Weber-Zobmbart (Wertfreiheit) that retains its supporters until today. 
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Рубинштейн (2000, с. 210)), it remains impossible to overcome the uncertainty factor. We are 

always dealing with some approximations of interests of society as such. It should be also noted that 

while in the recent past there dominated the concept of "benevolent state" whose activity was aimed 

at implementing the actual public interests, by the end of the twentieth century the thesis of the 

displacement of public choice and related policy decisions in favor of the ruling elites started 

playing an increasingly important part (Stigler (1971)). Jean- Jacques Laffont draws attention at this 

trend, by considering the "authentic adviser" of the ruling party , who offers the action programme, 

that increases party’s benefits in the current economic and political situation" (Лаффон (2007, с. 

22–23)). While agreeing with this trend, it should be emphasized that it would be wrong to assume 

the existence of the only possible or objectively better choice. It always lies in the field of 

normative decisions, with the main role played by social attitudes and targets of the ruling party or 

coalition that has a majority in the parliament. It is their decisions that transform public interest into 

a normative interest formulated by the group of people with appropriate authority. One way or 

another, subjectivity is always present in determination of normative interest, which a number of 

authors explain with the phenomenon of "principal-agent": the real policy makers (agents) can have 

their preferences that do not coincide with the preferences of voters (the principal) on whose behalf 

they act (Афонцев (2010))
32

. In addition, it is not just about parliament’s representability or 

organization of its work. Due to the heterogeneity of society, normative interest formulated by the 

ruling party will always differ from the real needs of society. It refers to any "collective decisions". 

Therefore, while discussing the methodological aspects of the Theory of patronized goods we 

should bear in mind the possibility of the development of civil society institutions that under 

conditions of uncertainty of public interests are able to reduce the deviation from the public 

interests articulated by politicians. Laffont offered a partial solution to the problem coming up with 

what he called as "a complete constitution approach"(Лаффон (2007, с. 29)). These, of course, are 

not the regulatory mechanisms of the public normative interests’ formation, yet only certain 

frameworks that restrict political decisions. Sharing a common skepticism as for the adequacy of 

policy decisions, I assume that is very difficult, if not unreal to overcome this state of affairs in the 

absence of appropriate channels of expression opinions and demands of different social groups as 

well as legitimate opportunities to assert their rights. Therefore it is impossible not to think of 

adequate democratic institutions that reflect the interests of different social groups at the same level 

as the civil society is developed with its mechanisms of self-organization, which form these groups 

and generate relevant interest groups (Posnett (1987), Rose-Ackermann (1996), Salamon, 

Hems, Chinnock (2000), Аузан, Тамбовцев (2005), Гражданское… (2011)). 

* * * 

Comparative analysis of methodology of the discussed theoretical constructions allows drawing the 

general conclusions of the research. First, it is possible to state that the Theory of the patronized 

goods is based on three basic assumptions: “methodological subjectivism”, “methodological 

relativism” and “heterogeneity principle”. They are integrated in this theory, first, in the form of 

supposition that every person depending on the level of his understanding and his value judgments 

acts subjectively optimally in the given circumstances; second, in the principle of utility 

complementarity, according to which there may be a group interest alongside with the individual 

interests of the group members; and third, in the form of two irreducible to each other branches of 

formation of public interest – market and political. 

 

Second, analysis of basic premises of the Theory of public and merit goods, as well as the concept 

of libertarian paternalism gives ground for supposing that methodologically these theories are the 

particular cases of the Theory of patronized goods. Direct comparison of the initial premises speaks 

in favor of this hypothesis (table 5). 

                                                 
32

 A more general explanation is present in the works for a new political economy. See (Persson, 

Tabellini (2005), Либман (2007, 2008)). 
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A close look at the data in the table shows that apart from the principle of “methodological 

subjectivism” all other initial premises and their consequences with the accuracy of general 

formulations are the same in all compared theoretical constructions. Moreover, as shown in the 

proceeding analysis, it is the use of the principle of multiplicity of “Self” that actually leads to some 

lack of explicitness of other initial premises and their consequences in the theory of public and 

merit goods and in the concept of libertarian or mild paternalism. It only remains to say that the 

principle of multiplicity of “Self” itself can be viewed as a particular case of the “methodological 

subjectivism”. The thing is that the model with “multiple “Self” also supposes that each of these 

“Selves” act subjectively optimally. 

 

Table 5 Basic premises and their consequences in some economy theories 

 

 Theory of 

welfare 

Theory of 

public goods 

Theory of 

merit goods 

Concept of 

mild 

paternalism  

Theory of 

patronized 

goods 

Methodological 

subjectivism/ 

principle of 

multiplicity of 

“Self” 

Rationality 

principle 

Principle of 

multiplicity of 

“Self” 

Principle of 

multiplicity of 

“Self” 

Principle of 

multiplicity of 

“Self” 

Methodological 

subjectivism 

Methodological 

relativism/ 

methodological 

individualism 

Methodological 

individualism 

Latent 

relativism 

Latent 

relativism 

Latent 

relativism 

Methodological 

relativism 

Heterogeneity/ 

homogeneity 

Homogeneity Heterogeneity 

“by default” 

Heterogeneity 

“by default” 

Heterogeneity 

“by default” 

Heterogeneity  

Market branch 

of formation of 

public interest 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Market 

aggregate of 

individual 

preferences 

Political branch 

of formation of 

public interest 

Not available Preferences of 

“ethics 

expert” 

Value 

judgments on 

“true 

preferences” 

Value 

judgments on 

“true 

preferences” 

Normative 

preferences of 

society 

Motivation of 

state intervention 

Correction of  

“market 

failures” 

Definition of 

volume of 

public goods 

Pushing 

towards 

realization of 

“true 

preferences” 

Pushing 

towards 

realization of 

“true 

preferences” 

Realization of 

public 

normative 

interest 

 

Third, it is not hard to see that at least in three of its premises the Theory of patronized goods is 

close to evolutionary paradigm, which regards economic phenomena as “results of unequal 

interactions of limitedly rational, heterogenial agents with endogenial preferences...with their own 

understanding of the world and available behavioral models” (Дози (2012, с. 31, 40)).
33

 

 

Fourth, the expansion of the boundaries of economic analysis in the result of easing of too strict 

premises of neoclassic theory and change of the rationality axioms, methodological individualism 

and homogeneity with a more general ontology centered on “methodological subjectivism”, 

                                                 
33

 For more about the research statement of evolutionist see also (Dosi, Orsenigo (1988), Dosi, Nelson (1994), 

Нельсон, Уинтер (2002), Dosi et al (2005)).  
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“methodological relativism” and “heterogeneity principle”
34

 with regard of the generalized Wiksell-

Lindahl equilibrium model for patronized goods built upon the stated principles (Рубинштейн 

(2009b, 2011, 2012)),allows viewing the Theory of patronized goods as the next evolutionary stage 

of Economy welfare theory. We speak here about formation of Normative theory of public welfare. 

 

 

  

                                                 
34

 In this context let me draw attention to the research of O.Ananyin “Ontological premises of economic theories” 

(Ананьин (2013)). In his report delivered at the seminar “Theoretical economy”, Ananyin notes that “.. within the body 

of economic knowledge there developed the research programs with their own “hard cores”, in fact, ontologies, the 

irrefutable within the framework of research program sets of basic premises” (Ананьин (2013, с. 18)). In the annotation 

to this report author calls such ontologies particular. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The following study employed a qualitative research methodology in order to explore the views of 

Iranian business professionals about the opportunities, drivers and barriers of corporate social 

responsibility (CSR). Thirteen Iranian business professionals with 9.2 years of overall working 

experience participated in in-depth interviews. The study revealed that majority of interviewees 

consider CSR as a threat for Iranian businesses in the short-term, yet as an opportunity in long-run 

in case businesses are ready to transform and commit to their responsibilities. The findings also 

included the emerging themes for the key drivers and barriers of CSR from the interviewees’ 

perspectives. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has become the centre-point of interest by many researchers 

and organizations, resulting in an increased momentum for CSR movement over the past number of 

years (Crawford and Scaletta, 2005). CSR can provide both opportunities and challenges for a firm, 

and influence its performance depending on how well the organization addresses the social 

demands from its stakeholders. Successful stakeholder engagement and strategic undertaking of 

firm’s social responsibilities can enhance the customer loyalty (Bhattachary and Sen, 2001; 2004), 

improve the firm’s reputation (Fombrun, 2005) and ultimately result in improved financial 

performance (Barnett and Salomon, 2012). While there is a growing trend in empirical studies on 

CSR from developing countries, still majority of studies on CSR are embedded in the economic and 

organizational contexts of Europe and the US (Raman, 2006). Moreover, as the concept of CSR has 
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been claimed to be ambiguous (Fischer, 2004) and unclear (McWilliams, 2001), it might be 

interpreted and addressed differently in various contexts and communities. Thus, understanding the 

dynamics of social responsibility from the perspective of managers in a developing country can 

enrich the CSR literature and provide fresh insights from contexts where CSR is still at its infancy 

level. The current study aims to investigate the opportunities arising from CSR from the perspective 

of several Iranian managers and identifies their views on the drivers and barriers of CSR. 

 

Literature Review 

Previous studies on corporate social responsibility in Asian developing countries have been 

conducted in Bangladesh (e.g., Belal and Owen, 2007), China (e.g., Lam, 2011), India (e.g., 

Arevalo and Aravind, 2011), Iran (e.g., Nejati and Ghasemi, 2012, 2013; Valmohammadi, 2011), 

and Lebanon (e.g., Menassa, 2010). These studies have addressed various issues on social 

responsibility such as CSR challenges, drivers, barriers, outcomes, disclosure, managers’ views, and 

employees’ perspectives. 

 

Arevalo and Aravind (2011) investigated the interpretation of CSR by Indian corporations and 

found that they are mostly in favour of stakeholder approach and caring or the moral motive. 

Moreover, the most significant impediments to CSR implementation were reported to be the lack of 

resources and CSR complexity. Belal and Owen (2007) examined the perspective of senior 

managers from 23 Bangladeshi companies on social reporting in Bangladesh and found that the 

major motivation for current social reporting is a mixture of desire for managing powerful 

stakeholder groups and external pressures. Nejati and Ghasemi (2012) investigated CSR practices in 

Iran from the perspective of employees and revealed that despite a low score in all four investigated 

areas of CSR, Iranian employees perceived their organizations to be fairly committed to CSR. In a 

more recent effort, Nejati and Ghasemi (2013) empirically examined and confirmed the positive 

influence of corporate social responsibility on the organizational commitment of business 

professionals in Iran. Moreover, Menassa (2010) explored the quality and type of social disclosed 

by 24 Lebanese commercial banks and examined its link with size, financial performance and age. 

The findings of this study revealed a low availability and extent of environmental disclosure, as the 

banks attributed the greatest importance to human resource, product and customers in their 

reporting. Moreover, a strong association was observed between corporate social disclosure and 

size, as well as between corporate social disclosure and financial performance However, the link 

between social disclosure and bank age was not confirmed. 

 

Research Method 

This study applied a qualitative approach to examine the perception of business professionals about 

the opportunities, drivers and barriers of corporate social responsibility. Qualitative inquiry seems 

to be appropriate for this study as qualitative methods are considered most helpful to examine 

situations where real-life context is important (Sinkovics et al., 2005; Sykes, 1990). 

 

According to McCracken (1988), eight long interviews are a sufficient basis for qualitative research 

projects and for in-depth exploration a small but diverse sample is recommended (Öberseder et al., 

2011). In this study, semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with 13 business 

professionals working in various industrial and manufacturing businesses, located in Isfahan, Iran. 

The interviewees aged between 26 and 41, averaging 31.9 years of age. Moreover, they had an 

average of 9.2 years of overall working experience and 6.33 years of experience in their current 

company. Majority of interviewees had a bachelor degree in engineering, while 4 of the 

interviewees had obtained a master degree. 

 

According to Mohr et al. (2001), studies of ethics-related topics are vulnerable to social desirability 

bias. Thus, to reduce the issue of social desirability in responses and minimize the pressure on the 
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interviewees, prior to the interview session, participants were briefed about the objectives of the 

study and advised that there were no right and wrong answers to the interview questions. 

 

Findings and Discussion 

Analysis of the interviews revealed that majority of interviewees considered social responsibility as 

either a direct threat for businesses or a threat in the beginning, whereas 5 interviewees argued that 

CSR could be an opportunity for the firms in society. Those who considered CSR as a threat to 

businesses often claimed that the society and businesses in Iran are not yet ready for and receptive 

of CSR. However, they believed that CSR can become an opportunity in the long-run. One of the 

interviewees (41 years old, 23 years of working experience) mentioned that: 

“CSR might be initially a threat in our society for businesses. However, ultimately it can 

become an opportunity. It helps companies to leave a good name for themselves in society.” 

 

Another interviewee (28 years old, 7 years of working experience) believed that: 

“CSR can be an opportunity for responsible business and a threat to those which do not accept 

their responsibilities.” 

 

Moreover, two of the interviewees considered CSR as the “forgotten element of businesses in Iran”. 

With regards to the drivers for CSR, the most frequently mentioned CSR drivers included branding 

and image (5 times), profitability (4 times), community welfare and organizational conscious (4 

times). Moreover, quality improvement, customer retention, and environmental preservation were 

among the other key drivers for CSR perceived by the interviewees. Figure 1 depicts the key drivers 

of CSR from the perspective of the interviewees. These findings are almost consistent earlier 

studies which argue that social responsibility is driven by a concern to improve corporate image 

(Belal and Owen, 2007). However, no indication of addressing the expectations of stakeholders was 

provided in the interviews, which could be due to the lack of stakeholder salience with regards to 

CSR in Iran. 

 

 

Figure 1 CSR Drivers 

 

 
 

Furthermore, interviewees believed that the most significant obstacles for CSR implementation in 

Iran include insufficient financial resources for Iranian businesses and the managerial views of 
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Iranian managers towards CSR. Additionally, lack of will by managers for CSR implementation, 

lack to time, lack of the technical expertise, foreign sanctions, and marginal profit of most 

businesses were also mentioned as other barriers of CSR implementation.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The current study explored the perception of several Iranian business professionals about corporate 

social responsibility and its drivers and barriers. Using a qualitative approach through semi-

structured interviews, this study found that majority of interviewees consider CSR as a threat for 

Iranian businesses in the short-term, yet argue that it can lead to a good opportunity if companies 

transform themselves. Moreover, the key drivers for social responsibility implementation were 

found to be strategic reasons including branding and profitability for the company. According to 

Graafland and van de Ven (2006) there are two major dimensions which motivate organizations to 

pursue CSR, namely strategic motives and moral motives. Thus, it appears that the strategic motives 

of CSR are more prevalent from the perspective of the interviewed business professionals. Besides, 

the major obstacles for CSR implementations were perceived to include lack of financial resources 

and narrow views of Iranian managers towards CSR. 

 

This study also found that interviewees considered the lack profit margin and striving for business 

survival as another key obstacle for CSR implementation. This is an interesting finding which 

confirms the earlier result pertaining to the managerial views towards CSR and confirms that 

Iranian managers lack a thorough understanding about CSR and its benefits. As CSR has been seen 

as a vital factor in the long-term survival of companies (Khan et al., 2009), efforts must be made to 

educate Iranian managers about the importance, nature and significance of social responsibility and 

sustainability initiatives, and how they can ultimately enhance the firm’s efficiency and profitability 

in long term. Nonetheless, this finding is not limited to Iran and Hargett and Williams (2009) have 

also shown that CSR and sustainability are not typically understood as the execution strategy 

among majority of companies’ leaders and employees. 

 

Being a qualitative study in nature, this paper is limited in terms of generalizability. Yet, findings of 

this study contribute to literature of CSR from developing countries and can help future researchers 

in designing relevant scales for measuring CSR, its antecedents and outcomes in similar contexts. 
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ABSTRACT  

 

This paper presents the results of the research of the different types of product costing methods 

utilization in Czech enterprises performed in the years of 2004, 2007 and 2009. Results of 

individual surveys are compared, in order to prove the expected tendencies of higher usage of 

modern costing methods such as Activity-Based Costing, in recent years. First part of the paper 

refers to previous studies of the enterprise cost structure presented by other authors and illustrates 

the most important reasons of the individual costing system utilization. Following part of the paper 

defines the basic research methodology and expected limitation of the study. In final part of the 

paper, results of the survey are introduced and properly discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

Field of the product costing techniques is one of the important features of cost management and 

management accounting. While the method used for product costing purposes are usually not an 

object of the any regulations, companies could use any method of product costing and any tape of 

cost allocation technique. This fact causes a high variety of used costing methods. According to 

traditional management accounting (Drury 2003, Garrison et al. 2010, Weygandt et al. 2010, Shim 

and Siegel 2009) product costing methods could be divided in two major categories: job order 

costing and process costing. These systems differ in the object of the cost assignment. While in job 

order cost system, the company assigns costs to each job or to batch of goods, in process cost 

system companies apply costs to similar products that are mass-produced in similar fashion 

(Weygandt et al. 2010). It is therefore unnecessary to assign costs to individual units of output 

(Drury 2001). Based on this definition we can expect, that choice to use either job order costing 

system or process costing system will be more determined by the characteristics of the company 

production process than by desired way of cost assignment. 
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Objective of the study was to identify the product costing method according to used method of cost 

allocation. Traditionally, two different product costing systems are defined, the traditional 

absorption costing and alternative variable costing (Drury 2001). These two major costing 

approaches differ from one another, by the degree of costs assigned to the cost driver. Many other 

methods of product costing are defined in traditional management accounting. Special category of 

product costing method is the Activity-Based Costing, which was designed in 1980´s and became 

more natural part of enterprise’s costing system in recent years. One of the objectives of the study 

was to identify the level of Activity-Based Costing utilization in Czech Republic. 

 

 

1 PRODUCT COSTING METHODS 

 

Various types of the product costing systems are defined by the academics and practitioners. As 

mentioned above, product costing methods are not object of any regulation which lead in situation, 

where users of these systems are free in design, construction and use of the product costing system. 

Shields (1998) has speculated that there will be an increasing divergence in management accounting 

practices across industries. Classification of the product costing methods is not general. Product 

costing methods could be classified in different ways. As mentioned above the costing methods 

could be classified into job order costing and process costing based on the type of production 

process. More important classification of the product costing systems is based on cost allocation 

principles. In this field we can distinguish the traditional absorption costing, variable costing and 

Activity-Based Costing. 

 

Product costing methods used in organizations went through the relatively important changes in last 

decades. Al Omiri and Drury (2007) suggests that a need to improve the sophistication of product 

costing systems has been driven by changes in manufacturing technology, global competition, 

information costs and customers’ demands for greater product diversity. These changes prompted 

criticisms of the ability of traditional management accounting systems to report sufficiently accurate 

product costs and ABC systems were promoted as the solution to overcome the distortions in the 

product costs reported by traditional costing systems (Cooper, 1988; Kaplan, 1994). 

 

Many studies had been performed in order to analyse the level of utilization of individual costing 

methods. Most of these studies are focused on the individual segments of the business (Brierley et 

al, 2007). Many surveys into product costing practice identify the industries making up their sample 

(e.g. Bright et al., 1992; Drury et al., 1993; Lamminmaki and Drury, 2001) and others have 

identified industries making up their samples in Activity-Based Costing (ABC) research (e.g. Cobb 

et al.,  1993; Gosselin, 1997). 

 

Performed studies had the focus on different industry segments and used different structure of 

questions, which make even more difficult to declare any common results. Brierley´s (2007) study 

performed in England shows that 20.7% of companies do not include overhead costs in product 

costs, while 33.6% of companies uses or is open to use ABC. Similar study made by Al Omiri and 

Drury (2007) in 1000 UK companies showed very similar result: 35% of companies use traditional 

absorption costing system, 23% of companies use variable (direct) costing system and 29% of the 

companies use ABC system. 

 

Many studies have been reported in field of ABC extent. Cokins (2003) suggest that significant 

variations in usage of ABC both within the same country and across different countries have been 

reported. These differences may arise from the difficulty to define precisely the difference between 

traditional costing systems and ABC systems and the specific time period when the surveys were 

actually undertaken. The same limitations could play role in distinguishing other types of costing 

systems such as absorption and direct costing. 
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Drury (2003) suggests that performed survey evidence points at an increasing interest in ABC over 

the last two decades. In the UK, surveys in the early 1990s reported adoption rates around 10% 

(Innes and Mitchell, 1991), similar adoption rates of 10% were found in Ireland (Clarke, 1992) and 

14% in Canada (Armitage and Nicholson, 1993). In the USA Green and Amenkhienan (1992) 

claimed that 45% of firms used ABC to some extent. More recent studies suggest higher ABC 

adoption rates. In the UK reported usage was 29% (Al Omiri and Drury, 2007). In the USA Shim 

and Stagliano (1997) was reported usage rate 27%. 

 

Large surveys related to the ABC adoption had been performed in mid 1990s. Report usage rates 

from mainland Europe are 19% in Belgium (Brugemann et al, 1996), and 6% in Finland in 1992, 

11% in 1993 and 24% in 1995 (Viertanen et al, 1996). Low usage rates have been reported in 

Denmark (Israelsen et al, 1996) in Sweden (Ask et al, 1996) and Germany (Scherrer, 1996). 

Activity-based techniques do not appear to  be adopted in Greece (Ballas and Venieris, 1996), Italy 

(Barbato et al., 1996) or Spain (Saez-Torrecilla, 1996). 

 

Along with the relatively strong differences between used product costing methods in different 

surveys, many authors points at the dependence of the used method of product costing on the type 

of the organization and organization cost structure. Study performed by Lawson et al. (2009) 

showed very strong relation between indirect cost portion and cost management methods used. 

Study proves the fact, that best-practice organizations have a much higher level of indirect costs, 

requiring them to have a costing system that can more accurately allocate these costs in a relevant, 

reliable, and reasonable manner. The greater use and appreciation of Activity-Based Costing by the 

best practice companies can be attributed to their greater need for better costing system. 

Strumactickas and Valanciene (2009) proved that the applicable instruments of management 

accounting depend on an organization type. Their study indicates that Market Creators use the least 

tools and Value Creators have most of them on an average. Market creators are strategically 

oriented young companies, which reach their “blossom” phase and start to stabilize, while value 

creator is mainly related to the getting out of stabilization phase. 

 

Another reason which drives the selection of the product costing system is the structure of the 

products, customers and performed activities. Many authors (Cokins, 2001; Stanek 2003) refer that 

application of more sophisticated product costing method, such as Activity-based costing, is most 

effective in enterprises with complex structure of the products, customers and activities. Abernethy 

et al.(2009) shows how product diversity and cost structure influence the design of costing systems. 

 

1.1. Specifics of the product costing in Czech perspective 

 

Use of the management accounting techniques in Czech Republic in the second half of 20
th

 century 

had several specifics caused by political environment. Orientation on central planned economy led 

to the establishment of integral system for company management. Methodology of the product 

costing was regulated by the statutory rules in order to fulfil the needs of central planned economy. 

This costing technique was based on traditional absorptions costing principles and used three 

different types of overheads (production, administrative and sales). In 1966, the regulations of the 

unified costing rules were accepted and in 1971 act of unified social-economic information system 

finished the complex regulation of the management accounting techniques in state owned 

enterprises (Lanča and Sedláček, 2005). 

  

Change of the politic system in 1989 caused the transformation from central planned economy into 

free market economy. In this situation no regulations related to the system of the management 

accounting were furthermore demanded. The change of the political system doesn’t mean radical 

change in the management accounting practices. Companies started very slow process of adoption 
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of diverse costing techniques. Anyway, many companies keep in use the traditional techniques 

known from 1970s. 

 

 

2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND USED METHODOLOGY 

 

Research focused on the product costing method application in Czech enterprises had been 

performed in years 2004-2009. Three individual surveys had been performed: first in 2004, second 

in 2007 and last in 2009. The performed researches has been focused on the more aspects of the 

management accounting practices such as cost structure, used methods of product costing, 

budgeting practices etc. This paper reports the results of the research focusing on used product 

costing techniques. Performance of the similar researches in different periods of time allows the 

analysis of the product costing method utilization trends. The expectations, based on the foreign 

studies, were in increasing usage of the sophisticated costing methods such as Activity-based 

costing and decreasing use of traditional absorption costing methods. Foreign experience shows, 

that relative use of modern costing systems is gradually increasing in long term period. Expectation 

about absolute portion of use of different costing methods was different than in foreign studies. 

Because of the above mentioned specifics of the costing process before 1989 and slower adoption 

of progressive managerial techniques, considerably lower usage of ABC was expected in the study. 

 

The hypothesis about the low usage of ABC techniques and about their increasing use in Czech 

enterprises was tested by the questionnaire survey and by the statistical comparison of the data 

gathered from different time periods. 

 

Data from three questionnaire surveys has been analyzed in the research in order to get better and 

more accurate results and also because of a need to compare the evolution of the researched 

indicators. First questionnaire survey was made in 2004, when 116 questionnaires had been 

evaluated (Popesko 2005). Similar research was made in 2007. The structure of the questionnaire 

was focused on the same objectives as in 2004. 96 questionnaires have been gathered and analyzed 

(Popesko & Novak 2008). Final questionnaire survey was performed in 2009 as a part of extended 

research focused on costing methods use in Czech enterprises (Novak 2009). Finally 77 

questionnaires have been processed. Enterprises of different sizes have been researched within the 

individual surveys. Table 1 shows the structure of statistic file. 

 

Table 1. Structure of the researched enterprises 

 

YEAR/ENTERPRISE CATEGORY TOTAL RELATIVE 

2004    

 Small 9 7,76% 

 Medium 55 47,41% 

 Large 52 44,83% 

2007    

 Small 38 39,58% 

 Medium 32 33,33% 

 Large 26 27,08% 

2009    

 Small 8 10,39% 

 Medium 42 54,55% 

 Large 27 35,06% 
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3 RESULTS 

 

As mentioned above, first research survey has been made in 2004 where 116 manufacturing 

enterprises have been investigated. The objective of the survey was an identification of the used 

product costing methods in Czech enterprises. Results of the survey are depicted in table 2. Total 

sum of answers doesn’t give the number of surveyed enterprises, because some of the respondents 

use more than one method. 

 

Table 2. Product costing methods used in 2004  

 

USED PRODUCT COSTING METHOD TOTAL RELATIVE 

Do not use any product costing method 7 5.98% 

Division costing 5 4.27% 

Traditional absorption costing 36 30.77% 

Joint and by-product costing 2 1.71% 

Standard costing 50 42.74% 

Variable costing 35 29.91% 

ABC/M 6 5.13% 

Other 11 9.40% 

(Source: Popesko, 2005) 

 

The survey proved relatively high use of traditional absorption costing (over 30%) and high use of 

variable (direct) costing method (30%). Relatively surprising was the use of the standard costing 

method. Because this method in not pure allocation method, but rather cost control method, it was 

mostly marked along with the other costing methods. Use of the Activity-based costing and 

management techniques were identified by 5.1% enterprises. 

 

Very similar research had been performed in 2007. The performed research, which was primarily 

oriented on the complex management accounting techniques used by Czech enterprises, contained 

the same questions related to the used product costing methods as research performed in 2004, in 

order to allow the comparison with 2004 research. Results of the survey are depicted in table 3. 

 

Table 3. Product costing methods used in 2007 

 

USED PRODUCT COSTING METHOD TOTAL RELATIVE 

Do not use any product costing method 5 5.21% 

Division costing 9 9.38% 

Traditional absorption costing 30 31.25% 

Joint and by-product costing 4 4.17% 

Standard costing 39 40.63% 

Variable costing 23 23.96% 

ABC/M 5 5.2% 

Other 2 2.1% 

(Source: Popesko and Novak, 2008) 

 

Despite relatively different structure of the researched enterprises (table 1), survey performed in 

2007 showed very similar results as the study performed in 2004. This similarity could support the 
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relevance of the performed studies based on the relatively low number of respondents. Two major 

product cost techniques showed similar utilization as in 2004, the traditional absorption costing 

(31.5%) and variable costing little lower volume (24%). The study showed again relatively high 

usage of the standard costing method very often used along with other costing methods. Utilization 

of ABC is almost the same (5.2%). 

 

Similar data were gathered in questionnaire survey performed in 2009. Results of the survey are 

depicted in table 4. 

 

Table 4. Product costing methods used in 2009  

 

USED PRODUCT COSTING METHOD TOTAL RELATIVE 

Do not use any product costing method 3 3,90% 

Division costing 2 2,60% 

Traditional absorption costing 31 40,26% 

Joint and by-product costing 0 0,00% 

Standard costing 8 10,39% 

Variable costing 4 5,19% 

ABC/M 6 7,79% 

Other 30 38,96% 

(Source: Novak, 2009) 

 

Result of the survey is relatively different form previous studies. Most common product costing 

method is again the traditional absorption costing. Survey showed relatively low use of variable 

costing. Some of the users of variable (direct costing) could be in the category “other” because of 

various description of this type of product costing method in practice. The use of ABC/M was very 

similar to the expectations. Result showed that use of this method is slightly increasing. 

 

 

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Above described results qualify the authors to several statements. Most used type of product costing 

method in Czech manufacturing enterprises is traditional absorption costing. Surprising result was 

the relatively increasing use of this type of product costing, together with the relative lower use of 

variable (direct) costing. Explanation of this could be tendencies of manufacturing companies to 

adopt the full costing method in order to better support of pricing decisions. The variable costing 

method seems to be relatively popular in Czech enterprises in 1990´s. Temporary adoption of the 

absorption costing method could be accepted as the interpretation of the survey results. 

 

Expected results have been indicated in the Activity-based methods utilization. Survey showed 

relatively low use of these methods with comparison to other European countries. The study also 

proved increasing use of ABC/M in Czech manufacturing enterprises. The study also showed that 

the utilization of Activity-based techniques is relatively more frequent in large enterprises, than in 

small and medium enterprises. The large companies were ABC users in 5 out of the 6 cases in 2004, 

in 4 out of the 5 cases and in 2 out of the 6 cases in 2009. 

 

The study could have limitations in number of researched enterprises, in understanding of question 

by the respondents or in ability of respondents to provide undistorted answers in the survey. Despite 

that fact it provides the actual overview of the used product costing methods in Czech 
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manufacturing enterprises during 2000´s. The comparison of the individual survey results could 

also depict the tendencies in product costing method utilization. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

Participation of industrial companies in the international market is potentially very profitable activity, 

although companies cannot expect to be successful immediately after they start international trading. They 

have to adapt to needs and options of the international market so they can become long-term participants. 

Due to advancing globalization, the companies have less time to adapt to new market situation and 

besides, many industrial companies are exposed to international competition, and that is why it is in 

essence necessary to take part in the international trade.  

 

Europe is a global leader in the fields of metallurgical and in particular steel industry. This sector with a 

turnover of about 200 billion euro directly employs approximately 400 000 highly qualified individuals, 

produces 200 million tons of steel per annum in more than 500 manufacturing locations in 23 EU 

Member States, which handles both direct and indirect employment and source of income for millions 

of European citizens.  

 

However, this sector is currently facing unprecedented challenges not only in Europe, but also at global 

markets. Several world´s economic indicators and market prognosis indicate the need to make a number 

of changes in the field of metallurgical industry in the near future. The business success in this 

competitive environment is mostly given by the measure of efficiency and flexibility. Tight economic 

situation (low profitability, reluctance of banks to lend to industry, growth of energy prices), which 

occurred as a result of the global crisis, forced the metallurgical enterprises to change their perspective 

of strategic management and use new opportunities in marketing, management and  business 

integration.  

 

 

1  ANALYSIS OF SELECTED INDICATORS OF METALLURGY SECTOR 

 

Latest economic forecasts indicate that the Eurozone debt crisis is increasingly eroding the real 

economy. Risk aversion in the financial sector led to further decline in credit offer. This 

factor consequently acts to reduce economic growth and employment. Investment and private 

consumption will be suppressed until the return of financial market confidence. But the outlook for most 

steel producers is relatively favourable.  

 

There are a number of negative factors identified in the world economy within field of metallurgy sector 

such as: 

 increasing cost of capital and the presence of potential risk of credit constraints; 

 worldwide reduction in leverage for states, banks, industry and families; 

 instability of the euro, its weakening against the U.S. dollar; 

 slowing economies of the BRIC countries; 

 risk of stagflation; 

 sudden slowdown of real demand; 

 and fierce competition caused by the overlapping roles of steel plants, service centres and 

wholesalers. 

 

 

What are the prognoses for metallurgical industry in individual territories of the world? The economic 

growth of Brazil is not progressing as expected, but may seize the new opportunities. Russia's accession 

to the WTO may improve the situation.  
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India will continue to try to go forward in its role as an emerging power. China's demand will continue 

to grow, although at a lower rate than it has until now. The investments of large international 

manufacturers of steel equipment in the construction of technical equipment, sales and service centres in 

China and India show, that those countries are trustworthy and indicates where the new business is 

going to take place. In the long term view the need to release the latent potential of many African 

countries will arise (WORLDSTEEL, 2013). 

 

China and India will continue to be the key drivers only with a different rate than in the last decade. 

Middle East and Africa should not be underrated. The crises in Greece or “The Arab spring” could not 

be predicted. Orders for steel producers decreased due to the fear factor: the concern that banks will be 

forced to limit loans and the demand in China may therefore fall as well. The future therefore depends 

on governments, central bankers and state administrations.  

 

Steel suppliers must offer their services globally and organise themselves according to segments; e.g. 

car parts, building industry, power industry, etc. Manufacture of intermediate products was placed in 

countries like Brazil, China and Russia. As an example may serve the new joint venture - ThyssenKrupp 

steel mill in Santa Cruz, Brazil, which produces slabs exclusively for export, 3 million tonnes a year to 

the steel mill TKS in Mobile, Alabama and 2 million tonnes a year to Duisburg, Germany via 

Rotterdam (METAL BULLETIN, 2013). 

 

New production capacity will continue to be built especially in low-costs countries and high market 

demand countries. World steel production will continue its inexorable rise in 2014 despite the downbeat 

economic prospects. Stabilizing element of global economic development will remain to be Asian 

markets, primarily China and also some parts of South America.  

 

The year 2014 will be in particular characterized by the efforts to stabilize public finances in the USA 

and also the economies in developed European countries. It is expected that emerging economies will 

continue to grow significantly faster than those of the developed countries (METAL BULLETIN, 

2013). 

 

The global population should reach 9 billion people in the year 2050.  In the context of international 

relations will demographic development have significant impact not only in terms of availability of 

global resources such as water, energy or metals, but also in terms of change within supply of goods and 

on capital markets. Today's emerging markets are going through similar path as the established 

economies have come in the past 150 years. However, the development is much faster due to 

technological progress (EUROFER, 2013). 

 

 

2  NEW RISK FACTORS ON THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET 

 

There are new threats in the form of new risk factors emerging on the global markets in relation to 

dynamic development of metallurgy industry, problematic economic situation, long-term financial 

instability and other negative factors that were identified in the introduction of this article. These factors 

are mostly caused by the inappropriate interferences of governments into the market economy.  

 

The most improper actions are in particular protectionism, subsidies and the effort to provide 

environmentally friendly production. In the last decades the markets became more open, the business 

barriers were removed, but the distortions of competition caused by non-transparent subsidy and 

protectionism in various fields unfortunately persist. There are a few on-going issues such as different 
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environmental standards, direct financial support, tax exemptions, loan support, free infrastructure and 

land, subsidized energy and least but not last allocated tenders in advance (EUROFER, 2013). 

 

Among the most important examples of subsidies belongs the support of Chinese government in 

metallurgical sector as well as its tendency to keep the artificial exchange rate of the currency. These 

factors reduce the competitiveness of other producers, and ultimately cause the loss of thousands of jobs 

and billions of dollars of investment in production and technology. Another factor that may significantly 

affect the economic characteristics of metallurgical companies is the European legislation highly 

regarding the environmentally friendly production.  

 

Cooperation or partnership with the consumers may be a possible tool to minimize these impacts by 

means of implementation of technological innovations, which should be leading to positive economic 

and environmental effects. Boundary conditions valid for European steel producers are worsening due 

to two most important factors: carbon tax related to the reduction of CO2 since the year 2013 and the 

new Renewable energy law. Those factors make the situation even more dramatic.  

 

The resulting additional costs lead to distortions of competition in comparison with direct competitors in 

other countries. European commitment to environmental protection is well meant, but it has to be based 

on a uniform set of global rules that do not diminish competition at the expense of the environment 

(METAL BULLETIN, 2013).   

 

 

3  DIFFERENCES OF BUSINESS MARKET 

 

To define the application of modern management trends in a very specific sector as the metallurgical 

industry certainly is the focus must be aimed at the analysis of current development changes of market 

environment as well as the recent trends in the dynamic environment of business markets.  

 

The greatest difference is the fact that the receivers of this service are not the end consumers but another 

business subjects. The market consists of not large, but integrated customers with high volume demand; 

there is a geographical concentration of customers with very close supplier-customer relationships, 

demand is inelastic and dependent on consumer demand, purchases are professional, rational and bulk 

(KOZEL et al., 2011). 

 

Purchase process happening on business markets is very complicated since there is a great influence of 

several groups of associates such as the purchase initiators, product users, final decision-making 

influencing factors, purchasers themselves and above all the decision-makers who are actually the most 

important in this whole process (without them the transactions cannot be made).  

 

Therefore it is very essential for any company participating in business market to be perfectly aware of 

their customer needs and then be able to create and develop a long-term mutually beneficial relationship 

with them (VILAMOVÁ et al., 2011). 

 

 

4  SELECTED DEVELOPMENT TRENDS IN THE FIELD OF METALLURGIC 

COMPANIES’ MANAGEMENT  

 

In the previous chapter the key differences of business markets were established. There are new trends 

in the metallurgical industry that are directly related to those differences. The business success in this 

competitive environment depends very much on efficiency and flexibility. The tense economic situation 

forces metallurgical companies to change the perspective of the strategic management and use new 

opportunities for marketing, management, business integration, networking and offshoring.  
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a) Marketing trends 

 

The key aspect on all markets is nowadays the customer satisfaction, which is more and more 

demanding. This fact brings the need to use the application of those marketing tools which will change 

and adapt according to the target customer, group and market. 

The fundamental characteristic of the contemporary era of the world´s economic development is 

dynamic globalization. There are other new factors affecting the success of firms operating in business 

markets, such as: 

 Monitoring and consequential use of comparative advantages, 

 Use of interactivity of economical subjects supported by modern technologies, 

 Absolute necessity to focus on customer value, 

 Monitoring and use of new integration trends in networking, strategic alliances etc. 

 

The only company that can succeed within the competition in the global market is the one that can 

understand the needs of its customer in the whole process of development, production, sales, 

implementation and use of products. This basic assumption of success of the industrial enterprise is 

based on specifications of business markets and places, strong demand for differentiated approach to 

individual firms/customers through market segmentation and rigorous principles of relational marketing 

(MUDAMBI et al., 2009). 

 

b) Selected trends in management 

 

Specific nature of leadership tasks and responsibilities emphasise the need of structured tool for 

leadership competence management. Specifically tailored leaders will represent advantage for 

organizations (VUKOVIĆ et al., 2011). 

  

Within the new trends in company management we have recently come across a new term: compliance. 

Growth of legal regulation, its high complexity and specialization, as well as requirements for expertise 

and narrow professional knowledge, along with the efforts to prevent breaches of generally binding 

legal regulations to ensure consumer protection, market transparency and equal competition, led to the 

creation of compliance function as an integral element of control system of various companies from 

many different fields.  

 

This is an effort to find ways to transparent compliance with the law in practice and extension of ethics 

in society and especially in the corporate sector.  

 

The fundamental function of compliance is securing and control of activities, and compliance especially 

of the corporate subject with generally obligatory legal regulations. Within this established legal 

framework the compliance officer search for optimal solution for each business plan and minimize the 

following risks: regulatory (sanctions), reputation (reputation damage) or other nature. Compliance is a 

new function and its importance and economic benefits not only for the business, grow in proportion to 

the increasing legislative requirements and complexity of legal regulations in various fields. This 

function represents extensive economic contribution to business in the field of prevention, searching for 

new approaches and everyday decision-making.   

 

The compliance officer position is therefore highly vocational and very much appreciated. Preventive 

management of compliance is the assurance in the case of liability risk of the employees. In the long-

term view it leads to the business value optimization. Apart from that the compliance management 

prevents the damage of strategic advantages in the economic competition (METAL BULLETIN, 

2013).   
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c) Consolidation and networking opportunities 

 

The corporate sector is making all the efforts to maximize the productivity and minimize the costs. It 

seems that the consolidation is inevitable. The Japanese Nippon Metal Industry recently announced that 

its division will fuse with the same division of Nisshin Steel. There is also a rumour about conspicuous 

alliances of the European producers or joint ventures of European and Asian enterprises. One of the 

other ways to achieve greater competitiveness in the global business market is the networking or setting 

up alliances and acquisitions. These modern forms of integration are the most important issue of today.  

 

So far it appeared that the basic function of these types of cooperation is strategic joint ventures of small 

and middle companies in the context of threats elimination impending form larger enterprises. Results 

of EQS modelling suggested that shared vision and resource sharing among network members 

significantly benefited members' businesses, and that these benefits were associated with generalized 

perception of the advantages of network membership and also positively affected members' future 

participation plans, thus furthering the likelihood of network continuance  (MILLER et al., 2007). 

 

The networking is becoming quite strong in the metallurgy industry in order to use the synergic effects, 

competitive advantages in the partner network, your partner´s market knowledge, etc. Industrial firm 

boundaries are dynamic, changing with every new alliance or acquisition. As boundaries evolve, 

managers must develop organizational structures that effectively leverage knowledge (MUDAMBI et 

al., 2009). 

 

At present the industry that use networking in the most profitable way is the automotive industry, 

however, the metallurgy is another field where these efforts can be effectively used. The largest 

independent wholesalers/service groups such as the German Kloeckner & Co. are growing into huge 

acquisition and create large international multi-metal distribution and service networks. Large steel 

traders, such as Stemcor have also made strategic acquisitions of wholesalers and service centres this 

year (METAL BULLETIN, 2013).   

 

d) Offshoring 

 

The use of offshoring is another tool of modern business. It has been very much used to lower the 

operating costs of the industrial enterprises resulting from placing part of the business on a different 

continent. The reason for transferring some activities abroad is mostly the cheaper labour, but it can be 

also foreseen as the effort to get closer to the customers. In the field of industrial production it is 

possible to offshore almost every activity abroad.  

 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

Within the world´s economy the metallurgy industry plays an important role: as the major industry it is 

placed at the beginning of the industrial value chain in many key sectors and thus creates a decisive 

contribution to international competitiveness. Steel companies with more than 3,5 million employees 

generate an annual turnover of 900 billion euros. The future starts with steel. Whether in the automotive 

sector, engineering, energy industry or the electronics the new steel and manufacturing technologies are 

the basic presumptions of innovative capacity and success.  

 

A key aspect of the present in all markets has become the need of the best possible satisfaction of the 

needs of customers whose requirements keep growing. That fact incites the necessity to apply such 

corporate marketing tools which will develop and vary according to who is their target customer and, 

therefore, in which market they are applied. 
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This paper presents the results of resources evaluation of the modern management trends application in 

the field of metallurgy, including the identification of specific areas of metallurgical companies in the 

context of a differentiated approach to the role of the customer as a potential positive competitiveness 

factor. 
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ABSTRACT  
 

Our paper addresses the relation between corporate investments and cash flow. While literature 

agrees upon the existence of a correlation between the two, its interpretation continues to generate 

intense debates. We use data from a sample of 125 Romanian listed companies for the 2005-2011 

period. Using a fixed effects least squares model we document a positive significant association 

between investments and cash flow. The results show that a 1% cash flow fluctuation leads to a 

0.27% alteration of the planned investments. We therefore add to the literature on a widely debated 

topic by bringing evidence in the case of Romanian listed companies. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

It is a well known fact that information provided through companies’ cash flows is especially 

important for capital markets and investors. While cash flow related information is often used in 

order to make short term decisions, our paper mainly focuses on long term consequences. More 

precisely, we investigate whether cash flow influences long term investments and look at the details 

of such a potential influence in the particular case of Romanian listed companies.   

 

Therefore, the objectives of our analysis are as follows: to investigate the existence of an 

association between a company’s cash flow and its investments, to develop a linear econometric 

model which would explain the effect of the considered independent variable (cash flow) on the 
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assumed dependent variable (investments) and to validate the results of the regression analysis 

through the necessary tests in order to see to what extent they respond to the general research 

question. We expect the investments being made by a company in a certain period to display direct 

correlation with the company’s cash flow for the same time frame.   

 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents a brief theoretical motivation 

of our paper and positions it within literature. Section 2 explains the employed research 

methodology. Section 3 develops the analysis and presents the obtained results. Section 4 concludes 

and discusses limitations of the study together with perspectives for future research. 

 

 

1  THEORETICAL GROUNDING 

 

Shimko (1997) emphasizes how risk managers spend significant part of their time in order to 

analyze the factors that can cause big cash flow fluctuations. This is especially relevant as a week 

cash flow can generate total chaos in companies’ budgets, keeping managers away from productive 

work, postponing capital spends or slowing down debt reimbursement (Shimko, 1997). Stancu 

(2002) considers the decision to invest as being the most important one in companies’ financial 

flow, being made together with the financing one as the market is not perfect (Stancu, 2002: 549).  

 

The decision to invest is influenced by several factors such as tax, cost of insurance, cost of capital, 

etc. The factor that our analysis focuses on is companies’ cash flow, our paper looking at 

investments’ sensibility in relation to cash flow generated by the company. Theoretically speaking, 

chances are higher that a company will decide to invest when it records high cash flow. This can be 

explained as follows: internal capital could be less expensive than external ones (Fаzzаri еt аl., 

1988); free cash flow related hypotheses show that managers tend to spend more than the internal 

available capital (Riсhаrdson, 2006); and it is possible that cash flow is correlated with investment 

opportunities (Сiссolo & Fromm, 1979). 

 

A number of previous empirical studies document a significant association between investments 

and cash flow. Fаzzаri еt аl.’s (1988) study uses a sample of 422 industrial companies for the 1970-

1984 period and uses Tobin’s Q as the variable reflecting the company’s investment opportunities. 

A high level of Q tells us that companies should invest more as the value of their capital is higher 

than the actual price paid for it. Their assumption is that cash flow influences investments as the 

market is imperfect and internal capital is “less expensive” than the external one. It therefore makes 

sense that cash flow would play an important role in financially constrained companies’ investment 

related decisions. Fаzzаri еt аl. (1988) also consider companies’ dividend payments, documenting a 

stronger association between investments and cash flow for companies paying lower dividends. 

Kаplаn & Zingаlеs (1997) focus on a sample of low dividends companies and analyze the 

particularities of companies’ financing constrains by making use of information from financial 

statements and liquidity statements - known as a statement of maturity of assets and liabilities. Their 

results document that for companies having less financing constrains investments are more sensible 

to cash flow fluctuations, therefore concluding that high investments sensibility in relation to cash 

flow can not be interpreted as an indicator of companies facing financing constrains. Сlеаry (1999) 

and Bаkеr et al. (2003) also investigate the influence of cash flow on investments, finding values 

such as 0.05 – 0.15. More recently, Hеnnеssy et al. (2007) document investments’ sensibility to 

cash flow to record values such as 0.01-0.09. Summing up, we may conclude that previous studies 

in literature investigating the association between companies’ investments and their cash flow 

document mixed results.  
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2  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The proposed research question is approached by developing a fixed effects model for panel data. 

The data being used in our analysis is mainly based on accounting information taken from 

companies’ financial statements. The companies being included in our sample are those listed on 

the Romanian capital market. We have eliminated from our sample financial companies as well as 

companies for which we were unable to find data (corresponding to the considered variables) for 

more than two years. The analysis being developed includes 125 companies for the 2005-2011 

period, generating a number of 875 observations. The considered variables were investments, cash 

flow and Q (Tobin’s Q) computed as follows: 

 Investments (Inv): representing funds being used by a company in order to purchase  or 

modernize tangible assets (property, plants and equipments); dependent variable; 

 Operating cash flow (CFO): is computed through the indirect method; a comparative 

analysis of profit and cash flow showed that cash flow follows a more linear, less volatile 

tendency; independent variable; 

 Tobin’s Q (Q): the use of this variable is based on previous studies documenting its 

relevance in relation to investments and cash flow, starting with Keynes who concluded that 

the decision to invest becomes more attractive once the value of the capital raises in relation 

to its cost (Аbеl & Еbеrly, 2010); although the close correlation between cash flow and 

investments is a well documented one, the causality is hard to establish as both variables 

(investments and cash flow) are influenced by the company’s profitability; this variable (Q) 

helps control the effect of profitability on investments; independent variable; 

 Social capital (K): is included as a control variable; an increase in the company’s social 

capital is a sign of “financial health” and the company can use additional profits in order to 

invest in its projects; independent variable; 

  Sales (S): control variable used by Fazzari et al. (1988) as a determinant of capital spends; 

measured as turnover at the end of the year; independent variable. 

 

The data being collected for the 125 companies for the 7 years included in our analysis is further 

transformed in log values (for most of the variables) for the purpose of our analysis. 

 

 

3  DEVELOPING THE ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETING THE OBTAINED RESULTS 

 

A first step in choosing the proper econometric model aiming to capture the association between 

investments and cash flow imposes the observation of its graphical representation as we can see in 

Graph 1 presented below: 

 

Graph 1 Distribution of the observed variables  
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The above presented representation supports the consideration of a linear model (        ). 

Furthermore, assuming a positive coefficient (b) for the independent variable (x) is supported by 

previous empirical evidence showing that an increase in cash flow will determine an increase in 

investments. We therefore propose the following model in order to investigate our paper’s research 

question related to the relation between investments and cash flow: 

 

                                            (1) 

 

where all variables are log of the corresponding variables or the variables discussed in the 

research methodology section of the paper. 

 

Using the data from our sample we obtain the following results: 

 

Table 1 Regression analysis 

 

Dependent variable: LOG_INV   

Pаnеl Lеаst Squаrеs    

Sample: 1 875    

Included periods: 7   

Included cross-sесtions: 120   

Total number of panel observation: 520  
     

     

Variables Coefficients Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
     

     

LOG_СFO 0.58 *** 0.060 9.76 0.000  

LOG_S 0.19   ** 0.069 2.76 0.005 

Q 0.09   ** 0.037 2.44 0.014 

С -0.50  *** 0.243 -2.07 0.038 
     

R-squаrеd 0.40     Mеаn dеpеndеnt vаr 1.607 

Аdjustеd R-squаrеd 0.40     S.D. dеpеndеnt vаr 2.043 

S.Е. of rеgrеssion 1.57     Аkаikе info сritеrion 3.755 

Sum squаrеd rеsid 1281.27     Sсhwаrz сritеrion 3.787 

Log likеlihood -972.31     Hаnnаn-Quinn сritеr. 3.767 

F-stаtistiс 118.81     Durbin-Wаtson stаt 0.629 

Prob(F-stаtistiс) 0.00    
     

     
 

The results show that 40% of the investments variance is explained by cash flow variance and 

other variables taken together. The cash flow variable’s coefficient is 0.58 suggesting that a 1% 

increase in operating cash flow will generate a 0.58% increase in investments. In depth analysis 

shows that results might be impacted due to the existence of unobserved factors that might 

influence investments. The Durbin-Wаtson test points out that the model is affected by factors 

which we did not consider. This might be the consequence of the fact that companies belong to 

different industries, have different size and might or might not be facing financial constraints. We 

therefore further develop the analysis by adding estimators that account for the fixed effects. 
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Table 2 Regression analysis – fixed effects 
 

Dependent variable: LOG_INV     

Panel Lеаst Squares      

Sample: 1 875      

Included periods: 7      

Included cross-sесtions: 120     

Total number of panel observation: 520    

       

Variables Coefficients Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

LOG_СFO 0.27  *** 0.053  5.16 0.000 

LOG_S 0.32    ** 0.147  2.20 0.027 

Q 0.01  *** 0.026  0.39 0.689 

С -0.37  *** 0.628 -0.59 0.550 

      

Сross-sесtion fixed (dummy variables) 

Period fixed (dummy variables) 
       

R-squаrеd 0.83     Mеаn dеpеndеnt vаr 1.607 

Аdjustеd R-squаrеd 0.78     S.D. dеpеndеnt vаr 2.043 

S.Е. of rеgrеssion 0.95     Аkаikе info сritеrio 2.950 

Sum squаrеd rеsid 354.37     Sсhwаrz сritеrion  4.005 

Log likеlihood -638.14     Hаnnаn-Quinn сritеr. 3.363 

F-stаtistiс 15.61     Durbin-Wаtson stаt 1.829 

Prob(F-stаtistiс) 0.00     
 

 

The period under analysis (2005-2011) brought a series of changes for the Romanian economy. By 

only mentioning the economic crisis and the country becoming a member of the European Union, 

we might easily expect one period to be different from the other. Being a EU member might also 

have brought more foreign capital and access to more refundable and non-refundable funds which 

may further influence company’s investments. When considering fixed effects, our results 

improve, as we can see from the Durbin-Wаtson test, initially pointing problems with the first 

results. The coefficients maintain their relevance, further documenting the relevance of the model. 

The independent variable which is the focus of our analysis (LogСFO) is still representative at a 

significance level of 0.0001, though its coefficients dropped more than 50% (from 0.58 to 0.27).  

 

Comparing the model can also be done by using the Аkаikе Informаtion Сritеrion, also pointing 

towards the second model as being more suitable. The Sсhwаrz сritеrion follows the same 

principle as Аkаikе, but puts more emphasis on the free parameters. Again, the second model is 

preferred. Comparing the R-squаrеd in the two models we see a significant increase (from 40% to 

83%). As R-squаrеd may increase artificially due to including more (dummy) variables into the 

model, we must also analyze the Аdjustеd R-squаrеd in order to avoid „ovеrfitting”. As Аdjustеd 

R-squаrеd (0.78) is close to R-squаrеd (0.83) we may anticipate a minimum contraction of this 

indicator. Further testing imposes in depth analysis of the independent variables. 
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Table 3 Matrix of independent variables correlation  
 

 LOG_СFO LOG_S Q 

LOG_СFO 1.00 - - 

LOG_S 0.76 1.00 - 

Q 0.01 -0.02 1.00 

 

 

The above presented table shows a high level of correlation between log_CFO (log of operating 

cash flow) and log_S (log of sales) documenting that our model displyas multicollinearity. This is 

a problem often met in accounting research making it difficult to establish precise estimates of the 

coefficients in regression analysis. A series of strategies were used in order to respond to this 

problem, but were further debated by other studies arguing that it does not improve results. What 

we did is try to eliminate one of the problematic variables, and as cash flow is the focus of our 

analysis, we looked at the model without considering sales. The results therefore obtained still 

show an R-squаrеd of 0.83 documenting that the explanatory power of the model did not diminish, 

coupled with an F stаtistiс of 15.55, slightly below the previous one, documenting that the model is 

significant. The cash flow related variable does not record any relevant changes. In such a case 

literature recommends to keep the excluded variable in the model as excluding it might cause new 

problems (Gujаrаti, 2004). 

 

 

4  CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Previous empirical studies focusing on the relation between corporate cash flow and investments  

cluster the sample based on size, industry and many use financial constrains as a classification 

criteria as well. They mainly reach the conclusion that the influence of cash flow on investment is 

stronger for companies with financial constrains as for them internal capital is not perfectly 

replaceable with external capital. This is due to the fact that companies going through periods of 

economic instability (including low and volatile cash flow) bear higher risks as perceived by 

creditors and this generates an increase in interest. For companies this spells into an increase in the 

cost of external capital. When needing money, companies with financial constrains can not reach 

external capital as easy as companies without financial constrains do. In this context companies that 

face financial constrains become much more dependent on the health of cash flow.  

 

Literature uses different proxies for financial constrains. One would be the ratio between the profit 

remaining in the company and the net result. The lower the ratio, the better the economic condition 

of the company should be as this would mean the company is paying dividends to shareholders, 

decision that would be approved in cases when remaining resources are enough to cover all 

necessities. Fazzari et al. (1988) and Gilchrist and Himelberg (1995) use the level of paid dividends, 

assessing a company that pays low dividends as facing financial constrains. We will further use this 

criterion to complete the analysis developed on our sample. Dividends and investments represent 

competing elements, therefore companies facing financial constrains having to maintain profits 

within the entity in order to be able to finance their activity.  

 

The below presented graph 2 illustrates companies which can be characterized as having a favorable 

financial situation (not facing financial constrains). It is easy to observe how the evolution of cash 

flow differs from that of investments. In such cases operating cash flow and investments are not 

connected due to the fact that the companies can easily replace internal capital with external capital. 

On the other hand, graph 3 illustrating companies which can be characterized as having an 

http://www3.nd.edu/~rwilliam/stats2/l11.pdf
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unfavorable financial situation (facing financial constrains) documents the opposite, cash flow and 

investments having similar evolutions. 

 

Graph 2 Evolution of CFO and INV for companies not facing financial constrains     

 

 
 

 

Graph 3 Evolution of CFO and INV for companies facing financial constrains   

 

  
 

 

The evolutions of cash flow and investments differ significantly when comparing the two categories 

of companies. There is no doubt that the results of our study are impacted by the sample including a 

high number of companies which, based on proxies used by previous studies, can be characterized 

as facing financial constrains. Out of the 125 companies in our sample, only 18 paid dividends, and 

even those did not do it constantly over the analyzed period.  

 

Overall we can conclude that there is a significant positive association between investments and 

cash flow in the context of Romanian listed companies. A 1% cash flow fluctuation generates a 

0.27% change in the planed investments. Among the limitations of our study we must mention the 

following. We did not separate the companies by several classification criteria as done by previous 

studies. This is due to the relatively low number of companies in the sample which, for criteria such 

as industry, would have led to a number of companies per industry that would not have allowed us 

to test the proposed model. Our paper focuses on the relation between investments and cash flow 

which is empirically tested, without considering the cost of capital which is also informative. The 

model is only tested based on annual data due to limitations in terms of information being available. 

This excludes the consideration of cash flow volatility during the financial reporting period. The 

information available on Romanian companies (or better said lack of) also limits the number of 

control variables being used. Limitations help identify perspectives for future developments over 

the proposed research question. Further developments of the study should consider adding control 

variables that would allow testing of the model’s robustness, finding new proxies in order to 

identify those companies facing financial constrains, adding the cost of capital as a determinant of 

investments into the analysis and of course considering cash flow volatility during the year.  

inv cfo inv cfo

CFO Inv CFO Inv
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ABSTRACT  
 

Corporate governance is a subject of constant timeliness and broad interest, mainly aimed at 

ensuring adequate protection for investors and financial institutions. This interest in corporate 

governance is due to its influence on the healthy growth of companies and society as a whole. 

Paper provides evidence on implementation of Basel II and Basel III within Romanian banking 

sector from the historical perspective trying to show an overview on Basel developments and 

encourages further investigations into the particularities of the Basel III which is soon to be put 

into practice.  
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INTRODUCTION  
 

The concept of corporate governance has many definitions, because of the complex elements it 

covers. Basically, corporate governance is the system which companies are directed and controlled 

by. Corporate governance structures specify the distribution of rights and responsibilities to the 

different direct and indirect participants in the work of the company or institution (executives, 

managers, employees, shareholders, customers, funders) as well as the rules and procedures 
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underlying the decision-making process, the establishing of objectives and the methods of achieving 

and monitoring performance. 

 

The monitoring and management function should be fulfilled within each credit institution. The 

supervisory authority (National Bank of Romania, hereinafter NBR) will check if the credit 

institutions have established their decision-making process in terms of hierarchy and 

responsibilities, according to regulations. 

 

In order to implement an effective corporate governance to manage banking risks, the governing 

structures of a credit institution have as main tasks the following: 

 providing the implementation plan for the IRB approach (internal-rating based) on the most 

important exposure categories; 

 developing the methodology for internal risk rating process; 

 identifying and evaluating the events that generate risks; 

 monitoring and managing potential sources of conflict of interest; 

 establishing responsibilities for the risk control unit and professionally evaluating the staff. 

 

Corporate governance system takes into consideration the following: 

 the permanent monitoring of the credit institution activities, the institution's management 

and the risk control personnel should having to regularly meet to discuss their performance, 

the areas that need improvement and, not least, the state of the previously identified 

weaknesses; 

 the existence of a risk control unit within each credit institution to carry significant risk 

control function; 

 providing an overall assessment on the adequacy of the internal control system and on the 

banking risk control function by the internal audit; 

 the existence of an internal reporting system, which varies depending on the nature, size and 

degree of complexity of the credit institution and which is based on the analysis of the 

institution’s risk profile.  

 

Figure 1 Corporate Governance Components 

 
(Source: NBR) 
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After the year 2000, corporate governance failures in the financial and banking system stood out, 

having a strong impact on the society’s level of confidence in the credit institutions. Three 

significant problems stand out according to this point of view: 

 imbalances in reward structures; 

 neglect of fundamental values by investors and executive management; 

 manager’s lack of accountability for their actions. 

 

Reward structures. The trend is to include reward structures as part of banking risk management, by 

providing incentives for the implementation of the deferred compensation plans. According to them, 

the employee is immediately rewarded with part of the bonus only, the difference being paid after a 

certain period of time (e.g. one year), when the performance of his work can be confirmed. Another 

option circulating proposes connecting bonuses and annual awards to certain profit indicators 

adjusted with the risk. 

 

Core values have changed significantly in recent years, due to the increasingly sophisticated 

demands, the credit institutions diversifying their activities. Thus, a global risk was generated and 

because of the claims for even higher profits, the client portfolio has increased. However, human 

relationships began to lose their original values, because each client was perceived as a quick source 

of profit rather than a long-term partner. The 2008 financial crisis highlighted even more these 

problematic issues, often resulting in not understanding their customers, their needs and 

perspectives. 

 

The responsibility of employees and managers is a new increasingly recognized trend and is based 

on educating people with regard to the financial and banking system, the products and services it 

offers, by government and credit institutions. 

 

The basic concept of effective management is based on the idea that risk management is the 

responsibility of every employee of the credit institution, on every level and functional line. 

Banking risk management must become a fundamental part of the institution’s culture, in addition 

to respect for the value system and for information. 

 

 

1  BASEL I 

 

The 1988 Basel Agreement established the criteria to be considered for determining the optimal size 

of a bank's capital and the minimum level of capital that a bank needs to have. The formula set by 

the Basel Agreement in 1988, simply called Basel I provides precise criteria for capital adequacy. It 

is important for a bank to have a solid financial basis, to protect it from insolvency. If a bank has a 

loan portfolio with a high degree of risk, it needs to make sure that it has sufficient financial 

resources to protect itself in the event of bad loans. Also, a large capital basis protects depositors 

and maintains their confidence in the bank, being sure that they will not lose money if the bank 

losses from other activities. 

 

Following the Basel I Agreement, banks in most countries comply with regulations on capital 

adequacy. This eliminates a certain type of competition, as respecting this requirement restricts 

banks' ability to attract new customers by simply increasing the volume of granted loans. 

 

According to the Basel I Agreement regulations, banks must have their 1st rank capital 

proportionate to their assets weighted with the risk at a minimum of 4%, and their 2nd rank capital 

of minimum 8%. Currently, most banks in developed countries have a capital adequacy index of at 

least 10%, the most well capitalized reaching 12%. NBR regulations in the field of capital adequacy 
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foresee a minimum index (solvency ratio) of 8%, which is calculated by dividing the equity of 

banks to the assets (balance-sheet and off balance-sheet) weighted according to risks. 

 

A banking institution’s own funds consist of the following categories of capital: 

 equity, consists of the paid-in capital, bonus shares, provisions, retained earnings, tangible 

assets, development fund and other reserves; 

 additional capital, which consists of the general reserve for credit risk, subordinated loans, 

other funds. 

 

In accordance with Basel I, NBR established the following risk percentages on asset categories in 

the balance sheet: 0% for cash and deposits with NBR; securities issued by the Romanian central 

administration and other A countries, international financial institutions, central banks of A 

countries; loans and cash advances granted to the Romanian central administration and other A 

countries, international financial institutions, central eligible participants in the country from 

category A; other claims on the central Romanian government and other A countries, international 

financial institutions, central banks of A countries; 20% for checks, coupons and other items in 

collection; securities issued by the Romanian banks, A countries banks, local administration in 

Romania and A countries; loans and cash advances granted to the Romanian banks, A countries 

banks, B countries banks with date of payment in one year or less, the local government in Romania 

and other A countries, governmental organizations in Romania and other A countries; cash and 

deposits in Romanian banks, A countries banks, B countries banks with date of payment in one year 

or less; other claims over the Romanian banks, A country banks, B country banks with payment day 

in one year or less, the local government in Romania and other A countries, government 

organizations in Romania and other A countries; 50% for loans and cash advances to customers, 

secured by mortgages on lands and buildings owned by the banking company, for its activity 

purposes; the total exchange rate position is short; 100% for other securities, other loans and cash 

advances, equity ownership in financial institutions and other non-banking entities, other tangible 

assets, other assets. The NBR also specifies the conversion factors for off-balance sheet elements in 

credit equivalent as well as the risk percentages on the types of beneficiaries. 

 

The bank insolvency issue has become the subject of debate in the international banking world. 

Thus, in 1988, the Basel Committee on banking supervision issued a set of rules on capital 

adequacy standards adjusted for risk. These rules took into consideration reducing the risk by 

setting a minimum rate of solvency for the international financial and banking institutions. The 

main objective of the Basel I was to improve bank capitalization and to standardize the action field 

of competing markets, against insolvency or unexpected losses. 

 

Since 1998, directives of the European Union on financial assets require that activities of financial 

and banking institutions be divided into two categories: actual financial and banking activities and 

commercial activities. The first category aims for the main activities of the bank, while the second 

category refers to the times when banks trade assets on their own on any stock market. European 

Union directives lay down a method for calculating the risk exposure of the bank during 

transactions that are highlighted in its record keeping. This is done by updating the market value of 

their daily positions results, which means calculating the difference between the expected earnings 

for the original transaction and the cost of acquiring an equivalent transaction the same day. 

 

After the Basel I system was applied, the need to improve its stipulations emerged, due to the 

complexity of risks in the financial markets. Given this conclusion, derived from the practical 

application of Basel I system, the central banks governors and heads of bank supervisory authorities 

in the European Union countries, approved on 26 June 2004, the final version of Basel II. 
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2  CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REQUIREMENTS WITHIN BASEL II 

 

The publishing of the new own funds adequacy system "International Convergence of Capital 

Measurement and Capital Standards" is the result of the Basel Committee’s activity, which began in 

1998. The first Basel Accord was therefore amended in 1996 to allow banks to use internal models 

for market risks. The agreement became an international principle, for the setting of capital 

standards, being implemented in over one hundred countries. But its conceptually simple rules 

became increasingly obsolete for a very complex international banking system in terms of risk 

management and transactions. 

 

The consultation process continued internationally, with the participation of supervisors, central 

banks, public authorities and banking and financial institutions. Following these consultations, the 

Basel Committee issued additional proposals for international consultation in January 2001 and 

April 2003 and developed three studies on the possible impact. Following the publishing of these 

studies, they modified the original proposals and approved the new agreement of own funds 

adequacy for financial and banking institutions in June 2004. 

 

The final version of Basel II, global regulation that establishes a direct link between the equity of 

financial institutions and the risks they take, was issued at the end of June 2005. Changes from the 

previous version are notable and banks immediately began to prepare implementation strategies for 

the new form of the agreement. For banks in Central and Eastern Europe, the implementation of 

Basel II was a test of their ability to integrate into a wider financial market, European and then 

global. 

 

The important economic and political changes experienced by the countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe (CEE) at the time constitute a unique background for the implementation of Basel II. The 

group of ten joining the European Union in May 2004, and then Romania and Bulgaria in 2007, as 

well as the strong economic growth in recent years encouraged international banks to create 

networks in the area. 

 

In addition, the local market has a great potential: it is still under-banked and the demand for 

financial products increased dramatically, especially in 2003 and 2004. Banks' retail divisions had 

high growth rates, and forecasts indicate that this trend will continue in the future. Consumer credit 

increased by 300% in 2003 compared to 2002. Banking infrastructure is also growing by creating 

credit bureaus. Therefore, a large share of national bank assets is held by regional or international 

scale banks. The largest banks in CEE countries are already held by international banks and the 

process continues with privatization of banks in Albania, Bulgaria and Serbia. 

 

Basel II is a true catalyst for the development of the regional banking market. The European 

Directive on Capital Adequacy (CAD III) requires that all active banks in the European area 

implement the agreement until 2007. But in many countries in the region, risk management is not at 

a very advanced level. Policies and risk management models must be much improved to reach the 

level of the large banks that use their own internal risk models. If trading volumes or risks presented 

by the regional branches of international banks are not very important, a more flexible 

implementation of the Basel II may be chosen with the consent of the national regulator. The main 

purpose of the Basel II implementation: CAD III will strengthen the Basel II adoption in those CEE 

countries which are also members of the European Union. CAD III, which will set provision 

standards for all financial intermediaries, will contribute to the harmonization of the European 

financial market. 

 

Risk management infrastructure in CEE countries is growing from a very low level and foreign 

banks must make significant efforts to raise this level. For example, the comparatively low trading 
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volumes and lack of historical data makes it difficult for a risk assessment model to be applied. 

Other problems to be overcome are slow data processing and bureaucracy. In addition, reduced 

volumes lead to extension of the hardware investment amortization, at least in the short run. 

 

Some international banks have already implemented risk management practices within corporate 

governance, especially the ones consistent with the transparent collection and processing of data. 

Although these projects required significant investments and lasted between two and three years, 

the result was the implementation of flexible and reliable solutions and a first step towards meeting 

the requirements of the IRB (Internal Rating Based Approach) model. There are a number of factors 

that encourage national banks to adapt Basel II as soon as possible. First of all, a bank about to 

implement Basel II is more attractive to potential foreign investors and it can obtain a higher price 

for its shares. Also, it can easily integrate into a global network. Secondly, after applying Basel II 

national banking markets will become more competitive, although there is a risk of greater 

sensitivity to external shocks. On the other hand, one must also take into consideration the fact that 

the 2008 global economic collapse began to generate question marks when it comes to the 

effectiveness of the risk management in credit institutions under Basel II system. 

 

 

3  IMPLEMENTATION OF BASEL II IN ROMANIAN BANKING SECTOR 

 

The Basel II capital agreement, adopted by the Basel Committee in 2005, is not an imperative 

regulation for the national banking systems. However, the Basel Committee’s regulations are picked 

up in international or national standards that are mandatory to apply. It is also the case of the Basel 

II, picked up by the European Directive, commonly known as CAD III (Capital Adequacy 

Directive). CAD III has the Banking Consolidation Directive 2000/12/EEC and the Directive for 

Capital Adequacy of investment companies and credit institutions 93/6/EEC, reconfigured. In the 

European Union countries, CAD III was implemented starting with 2007 (Matis, 2009). 

 

Once Romania joined the European Union, the preparation of the banking system in order to 

implement the specific Basel II standards, started. At first, the Romanian banking system, through 

the decision takers of the central bank and credit institutions, had to understand the stipulations of 

the new agreement. The next step was to relevantly assess the banking system’s development stage, 

and last but not least, to configure and implement a coherent set of measures in order to adapt the 

domestic banking system, allowing the application of Basel II system. 

 

The main feature of the new agreement is capital adequacy within credit institutions. In the field of 

capital adequacy, during the first half of 2006, credit institutions in Romania started applying the 

national legislation which assumed the stipulations of Basel I agreement, in place since 1988. 

Banking companies active in Romania, in their capacity of credit institutions, are required to 

maintain at all times the solvency ratio at a minimum of 12%. 

 

The solvency ratio expresses own funds, as a proportion of total balance-sheet and off balance-sheet 

assets, net of provisions, adjusted to the risk. The minimum solvency ratio established in our 

country is higher than the 12% established by the Basel I, which shows an attitude of caution from 

the regulatory authority in the field. 

 

According to the 2008 Annual Report of the NBR, with respect to the solvency of the banking 

system, the solvency ratio has slowed down its descending trend, its level being at 12.30% at the 

end of 2008, because of capital increase in credit institutions and reduction of government credit. 

This remains above the minimum requirement, which is 12%. 
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In national law, the NBR Norm no. 17/2003 regulates the management of key banking risks, in 

accordance with Basel II. This norm stipulates organization and internal control of credit 

institutions and managing of the significant risks, as well as the organization and internal audit of 

credit institutions. The regulatory act defines significant banking risks, presents the benchmarks of 

the internal control system and internal audit that banks must organize. Credit institutions must 

organize a system of internal control which should identify and assess significant risks. 

 

Identification and evaluation of significant risks should be made at an overall level of a credit 

institution as well as at all its organizational levels, it must cover all activities and take into account 

the emergence of new activities. In terms of international provision, the second part of the Basel II 

Accord presents the calculation of the minimum capital required from the banks, depending on 

credit risk, market risk and operational risk. Moreover, the new agreement introduces the concept of 

operational risk, insignificant in the preceding foresights. 

 

Actions taken by the NBR show that the central bank understood the rules of the Basel II system as 

being complicated and has set up an action plan to meet the challenges of Basel II. The central bank 

made its concerns in the field public, and established a timetable for implementing the proposed 

actions. 

 

Understanding the state of the Romanian banking system was the first thing that the central bank 

established in its priorities as the main pawn of the Basel II in Romania. Being a national banking 

supervisory authority and having within reach the informational levers with credit institutions, the 

central bank was able to establish information requirements for banks to report with respect to the 

current procedures available in the field of risk management. Also, the banks were required to come 

up with options as to the type of approach they would like to implement in the field of risk 

management according to the Accord (Matis, 2009). 

 

According to the choices made by the banks in November 2005 in terms of choosing the methods 

for addressing credit risk, 30 banks opted for the standardized approach, 2 banks for the foundation 

internal rating-based approach, none for the advanced internal rating-based approach and two banks 

were not decided at the time. As for the bank’s options on operational risk specific approach, 17 

banks opted for the basic indicator approach, 13 banks for the standardized approach, 2 banks for 

advanced measurement approach AMA and two banks did not decided at that time. 

 

The NBR established a Steering Committee in the field of Basel II, composed of The Ministry of 

Public Finance, The National Securities Commission and The Romanian Association of Banks, 

institutions which have an impact on the activity of banks (Matis, 2009). This board is based on the 

information support coming from the experts of the European Commission, who were consulted to 

facilitate preparations. The NBR presents as following the regulations on the implementation of 

Basel II in Romania, organized into three pillars: 
 

Table 1 Structure of the Basel II Accord 

 

1
st
 Pillar 

Minimum capital 

requirements 

2
nd

 Pillar 

Capital adequacy 

supervision 

3
rd

 Pillar 

Market discipline 

Flexible and advanced rules 

for determining minimum 

capital requirements for: 

• credit risk: 

-standardized approach; 

- Active role of the 

supervisory authority in 

evaluating banks' 

internal procedures 

regarding capital 

More detailed reporting 

requirements towards the 

NBR and as a novelty, 

towards the public, 

regarding: 
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-Internal Rating Based 

Approach - IRB - foundation 

or advanced version 

• market risk 

• operational risk 

-basic indicator approach; 

-standardized approach 

- advanced measurement 

approach (internal models) 

 

adequacy to the risk 

profile; 

- Checking banks' 

internal procedures by 

the supervisory 

authority; 

- Requiring that credit 

institutions maintain 

capital in excess of the 

minimum level 

indicated by Pillar I; 

-Implementation of 

early NBR intervention 

mechanisms. 

 

• shareholding structure 

• risk exposure 

• capital adequacy to the 

risk profile  

 

 (Source: NBR) 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

The implementation of Basel II should lead to the development of the rating agencies, statistical 

databases and econometric methods for grounding internal models of the banks. As emphasized by 

Nucu (2011), Basel III, representing a fundamental review of the regulatory and supervision 

framework of the banking industry in the future, its aim being to strengthen the stability of the 

financial system, nowadays represents a new challenge for the Romanian banking system. The 

implementation of the directive on the capital agreement Basel III will be phased in from January 

2013 for the European banking system. The process is expected to be concluded by January 2019. 

The requirements will be introduced in the EU through the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD) 

4, which applies to all EU member states. In this regard the Romanian Banking Association (ARB) 

has set up a commission on Basel III to implement it, make propositions and seek clarifications 

(Posirca, 2012). Our historical analysis contributes to developing an overview on Basel 

developments and encourages further investigations into the particularities of the Basel III which is 

soon to be put into practice. 
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